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Abstract

In order to maintain its competitive advantage, an enterprise needs to be adapted to changes and opportunities. EA is one of the tools that capable to grasp the current condition of the enterprise. Thus it is prevalent to maintain an up-to-date EA model. However, manually maintain the model is cost and time consuming. In order to automated maintenance process, there is available method called automated EA model documentation. They are tools, mechanisms that enabled an architect to maintain the EA model automatically. However, current tools and methods only limited to certain systems or products. In this research, we propose an alternative to conducting automated EA model documentation that can combine multiple data sources and inter-operable structure between systems.

The research conducted a literature review to study current literature related to log, event log, types of the log, and how an event log produced based on the viewpoint of process mining. The literature study also discovers the definition of process mining, its categories, its type of perspective and the algorithms that support the mining process. The study also discovers possible data sources that available for automated EA model documentation, related work in the automated EA model documentation and lastly propose the conversion pattern between a process model and an EA model. The research also did an narrative review to select appropriate process mining algorithms that are needed for the validation process.

We also proposed a log structure that can be populated from systems with the help of the log guideline. Moreover, we indicate possible relevant fields that can be added to the structure to gather additional EA elements. After that we propose EA mining that consists of three steps, to discover business process, elements that related to the workflows, and analysis function. Using both log structure and EA mining we were able to generate an EA model. We were also able to implement EA mining and create algorithms and a prototype. In the research, we also conducted validation to test both the structure and the EA mining. The validation is analysed if the user perception comply with the reality that are produced from running systems. The validation also consists of the accuracy of the conversion pattern and the performance of the prototype.
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Introduction

1.1. Motivation

Frequent changes in socio-economic environments are continuously challenging enterprises. These changes can be varied, from rapid transitions in business models, compliance with new regulations, or introduction of new business services and technologies. In order to navigate through those changes, an enterprise needs a guideline, a tool that enables the enterprise to see its own capabilities in business and information technology. Enterprise Architecture (EA) could provide assistance for the enterprise in designing and realising of the enterprise’s organisational structure, business processes, information system, and infrastructure [28]. It could also give a holistic overview of the enterprise and providing necessary information for decision-makers.

Currently, enterprises are struggling to maintain up-to-date EA models. The survey conducted by Winter et al. [46] stated that EA models maintenance process still conducted in a highly manual process with little automation. Moreover, the maintenance process can not cope up with the growth of the enterprise, and it leaves the models became (partly) outdated [5]. In addition, the EA delivery function could also suffer from ivory tower syndrome [41], which leads to deliver EA models with wrong level abstraction, that might be too abstract or complex to be used in practice. Combination of manual processes with a high volume of changes that are needed to be maintained, and sometimes the reality is quite differs from what architects perceived leads to maintaining EA models are time consuming and costly.

Some attempts were made by researchers in tackling manual maintenance processes by introducing automated EA documentation. Farwick et al. [14] and Valja et al. [35] conducted research of requirements for maintaining an automated EA model, Hauder et al. [21] studied challenges in the maintenance process. In addition, Holm et al. [22] studied the usage of a network scanner for automatic data gathering process to create an EA model. Farwick et al. [12] presented semi-automated processes for EA data collection and quality assurance, they also made an extension of EA maintenance processes to meet the requirements for EA automated maintenance. Furthermore, they argued that the requirements could be a basis for future technical implementation. Buschle et al. [9] utilised an Enterprise Service Bus (ESB) to automate an EA documentation. They reverse-engineered the ESB data model and made transformation rules for three layers of an EA framework. They argued that automated processes could reduce cost and data quality improvement. Johnson et al. [25] described the usage of Dynamic Bayesian Networks (DBNs) for automatic EA modelling. They argued that this approach could help in automating the modelling processes. Van Langerak et al. [42] studied the utilisation of process mining in uncovering cooperation of each department of an organisation by analysing execution data. They define a social network analysis of the organisation using a log that is produced by running systems. In this study, they implemented an automation process in data gathering by tapping information on the running systems and create new Archimate viewpoint as an output.

There is also other research that specified in creating an automated EA model through
using a log [42] or other data sources([9], [22]). However, there are limitations in their research. Mostly lies in the tools that were used. In [9] they used SAP PI as an ESB. In the tool not all information is available to generate an EA model, as the tool is technology-oriented, hence lacking in providing some business perspective. While [42] limiting their research to certain aspects of viewpoint (Business Process Collaboration), and the technique implies that it still required manual processing as they used Process Mining to generate Process Model and Social Network Analysis before converting them into an EA model. While [22] has similar circumstances as in [9], they dependent on the tools. Since the data might or might not available for conversion, thus, limiting the model that was produced.

1.2. Research Design
Research design consists of a research goal, research methodology, and thesis structure. Research goal will discuss the objective of this research and formulate it into research questions. While research methodology explains that methods that were used to answer the research questions. Lastly, the thesis structure explains the writing structure of the thesis, what to expect for each chapter of this thesis, and its alignment with research questions and research methodology.

1.2.1 Research Goal
The main objective of this research is to produce artefacts that can convert a daily log activity into an EA model, and the objective of the artefact is to promote an alternative to approaches that are currently available in automating EA model documentation. In addition, processing daily log activity can close the gap between the user’s perception with reality. This research has a main research question of **how to convert a log into an EA model?**. The main research question is supported by two sub-questions, the sub-questions talk about two big parts of the research: the input and the process. Each sub-questions is supported by additional supporting questions. The structure of research questions can be seen at Fig.1.1.

![Figure 1.1: Research questions overview](image)

**RQ1. What log structures that are able to facilitate the EA conversion?**

The input is needed for the EA conversion, and what structure that can be accepted into the conversion mechanism? In order to answer this question, there are sub-questions that are needed to be answered first. Detail of the sub-questions can be seen at the following list. The research conducted a systematic literature review with exploratory literature review and synthesis the answer to this question. The result can be seen at Section.4.1.1.

**RQ1a. What is a log, event log, what type of event log that available and how to produce the event log?**

The conversion mechanism is needed logs as input. Hence it is important to understand the definition of a log, event log, types of the event log that available currently
and how to produce the event log. The answer to this question can be seen in Section 2.2.1.

**RQ1b. What are suitable data sources that can be used in automated EA model documentation?**

An event log can be produced by multiple data sources and what are suitable data sources that available as an input for the log. The research conducted a systematic literature review to discover suitable data sources that are available for automated EA model documentation, and the result can be seen at Section 2.2.2.1.

**RQ1c. What are the relevant fields and the mappings between fields and Archi- mate constructs?**

After knowing the suitable data source, then the next questions is which are the relevant fields that can be used? and what is the mapping between those fields to Archimate constructs. This research conducted a systematic literature review to answer this question, and it can be seen at Section 2.2.2.2

**RQ2. What are conversion methods to process logs into EA models?**

After knowing the input, the next question of this research will be how to process that input to be the expected result? Next, it is necessary to answer the sub-questions first. The sub-questions can be seen at the following list. After answering the sub-questions, the research conducted a treatment design and created the conversion definition (Section 4.2.1), implementation (Section 5.1), and prototype (Section 5.3).

**RQ2a. What are algorithms that are used in Process Mining to convert a log into a process model?**

The conversion methods were derived from process mining, then it is important to know what is process mining, a different perspective of process mining, and algorithms for each perspective. Next, the research conducted a systematic literature review and able to produce a list of suitable algorithms and miner that can be used for the purpose of the conversion, the result can be seen at Section 2.2.3.2.

**RQ2b. What are the relevant algorithms that can be used in conversion methods?**

After knowing the algorithm and the miner that can be used for the conversion methods, the next step of the research is to pick the relevant algorithms that suitable for the conversion. Next, the research conducted a narrative review, and the result can be seen at Section 3.2.2.

**RQ2c. What are the Archimate elements that can be used to represent process models?**

This study used relevant algorithms from process mining, the algorithm then are incorporated into EA mining, and the process model that the algorithm produced needs to be converted into Archimate elements. This research used metonymy to associate the elements of the process model to elements of Archimate. The result of this process can be seen at Section 2.2.4.

### 1.2.2 Research Methodology

This research used the Design Science Methodology (DSM) [45]. The design science is a suitable framework to investigate and design an information system (IS) artefact. It is also defined interactions between artefact and the problem context in order to make improvements in the context. The DSM introduces the design cycle to iterates over the activities of designing and investigation of a design science research project. The design cycle consists of three tasks: The **problem investigation** is to examine problems that will be addressed by artefact using context observation. Finding the causes, mechanisms, and reasons behind those problems. The **treatment design** is to specify requirements for the artefact, correlate the requirements to research goals, and, designing treatments to address the problems. Lastly, the **treatment**
Validation is to examine the satisfaction level between the artefact and the research objectives.

This research used various research approaches. Each approach was associated with a step in DSM, and each step of DSM was used to answer a specific research question. The association between approach, DSM step, and research questions can be seen in Figure 1.2. The list of the approaches can be seen at the following list:

**Systematic Literature Review**

This research used systematic literature review (SLR) [27]. An SLR is a methodologically rigorous review of research results. The objective of an SLR is to support the development of evidence-based guidelines for the practitioner and to aggregate all existing evidence on a research question. The SLR helped the research to investigate problems and answering research questions RQ1(a-c) and RQ2(a-c).

**Narrative Review**

Narrative review is a study that focused on gathering relevant information that provides both context and substance to the author’s overall argument [47]. This approach complements the SLR to investigate the problem and was used to select suitable algorithms for the conversion methods (RQ2b). Besides, this approach also helps to design the artefacts (RQ1, RQ2).

**Prototype**

Prototypes are widely recognised to be a core means of exploring and expressing designs for interactive computer artefacts [23]. Prototypes provide the means for examining design problems and evaluating solutions. This research built the prototype in the treatment design, it helped the research in validating the research’s constructs (RQ2), and it provided feedbacks for further improvement of the artefacts.

**Single-Case Mechanism Experiment**

A single-case mechanism experiment (SCME) [45] is a test to describe and explain cause-effect behaviour of the object of study. The research used SCME in the treatment validation, the objective of this test is to obtain the response of the internal mechanism of a validation model if the model were to be tested by certain stimuli. This test helped to validate the conversion methods (RQ1) and the log structure (RQ2).
1.2.3 Thesis Structure

This paper is structured as follows: Chapter two presents a systematic literature review (SLR). The chapter discusses: searching methodology, findings, and discussion. This chapter will be answering RQ1(a-c), RQ2(a-c). Chapter three presents the theoretical background, this chapter will answer RQ1 and RQ2. The theoretical background also adds the additional theory that needed for this research. Chapter four describes the artefact for this research, it will answer RQ1 and RQ2. Chapter five is the implementation of the EA mining, and it also produces a prototype. This chapter will answer RQ2. Next, chapter six presents the validation of this research. The validation methods and results. this chapter will answer RQ1 and RQ2. After that, chapter seven discusses the result of this research, concludes the report, and provides suggestions for future work. The following table gives an overview of the research structure and the traceability matrix between chapters, DSM phases, and research questions.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Chapter</th>
<th>Applicable DSM phases</th>
<th>Research Questions</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. Introduction</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. Literature Review</td>
<td>Problem Investigation</td>
<td>RQ1(a-c), RQ2(a-c)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. Theoretical Background</td>
<td>Problem Investigation</td>
<td>RQ1, RQ2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. EA mining</td>
<td>Treatment Design</td>
<td>RQ1, RQ2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5. Implementation</td>
<td>Treatment Design</td>
<td>RQ2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6. Validation</td>
<td>Treatment Validation</td>
<td>RQ1, RQ2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7. Discussion, Conclusion and Future Works</td>
<td>All DRM phases</td>
<td>All research questions</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
In this chapter we will discuss the literature study that we conducted in the problem investigation phase, in order to extract information regarding event log, available data sources for automated EA model documentation, algorithms that were used in process mining to produce process models, and lastly conversion pattern that we used for associating a process model to an EA model.

2.1. Literature Review Methodology

In this research we conducted a systematic literature review (SLR) using Kitchenham et al. [27] framework, each steps in SLR method are described in detail in the following subsections.

2.1.1 Search process

In search process we first looked into Scopus and Web of Science for preliminary search for title and abstract. After that, we looked into other digital libraries to get the full text of the literature. We also conducted backward and forward search for literature that we find useful but not yet covered in the initial search. Fig.2.1 depicts the outline of our search strategy.

![Search strategy diagram](Figure 2.1: Search strategy diagram)
We used following keywords to find relevant studies for our research: ("logging" AND "log management"), ("logging" AND "literature review"), ("process mining algorithm" AND "literature review"), ("process mining algorithm" AND "process discovery"), ("process mining" AND "control flow perspective"), ("process mining" AND "organizational perspective"), ("auto*" AND ("enterprise architecture model*" OR "enterprise architecture documentation" OR "enterprise architecture")), ("process mining" AND "enterprise architect*") and the following list are the digital libraries that we used in our research.

- Scopus (www.scopus.com).
- Web of Science (www.webofknowledge.com).
- IEEE Explore (www.ieee.org/web/publications/xplore/).
- Springer Link (www.springerlink.com).
- Science Direct (www.sciencedirect.com)
- Google Scholar (www.scholar.google.com).
- University of Twente Library (www.utwente.nl/en/lisa/library)

### 2.1.2 Inclusion and Exclusion Criteria

**Inclusion Criteria:**

- Studies that related to automated enterprise architecture documentation, process mining and enterprise architecture, process mining algorithm in the literature review, process mining in organisational and control flow perspective, process mining algorithm in process discovery, log management in the literature review, logging and log management.
- Research areas in Computer Science.
- English peer review studies including Conference papers, Proceeding papers, Articles, Books and Book Chapters.
- Published between 2000 and 2018.

**Exclusion Criteria:**

- Studies are not in English.
- Studies are not related to the research questions.
- Duplicate studies (by title or content).
- Short paper.

### 2.1.3 Data collection

The data extracted from each study were:

- Identity of study: the Unique identity of the study.
- Bibliographic references: Authors, year of publication, title and source of Publication.
- Type of study: Book, journal paper, conference paper, article.
- Type of Logs: Definition and type of logs.
- Process mining classification: Categorisation of process mining type and perspective.
2.2. Literature Review Result

We began with searching literature in Scopus and Web of Science to get 843 studies related to various topics for this research after we implemented exclusion and inclusion criteria we got 422 studies, and we filtered based on title to get 71 studies. After that, we remove duplication for 54 results, and after we read the abstract, we got 43 studies. Next, after thoroughly reading the content we decided to synthesis 20 studies. In addition to backward and forward search, we decided to add four additional studies. Overall, we got 24 studies for this research. The illustration of the process can be seen at Fig.2.1 and the detail search result corresponding to data collection (2.1.3) can be seen at Table.2.1.

Table 2.1: Literature Review Studies

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Id</th>
<th>Author(s)</th>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Year Type</th>
<th>Topic Areas</th>
<th>Relative Type</th>
<th>Cited</th>
<th>Source</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>S1</td>
<td>Schiavoni et al. [11]</td>
<td>2012</td>
<td>Book</td>
<td>Log management</td>
<td>Book</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>Springer Link</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S3</td>
<td>Van Der Aalst W.M.P. [36]</td>
<td>2016</td>
<td>Process Mining</td>
<td>Algorithms</td>
<td>Book</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>UT Library</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S6</td>
<td>Van Der Aalst W.M.P. [38]</td>
<td>2016</td>
<td>Process Mining</td>
<td>Process Discovery Algorithms</td>
<td>Conference Paper</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>IEEE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S10</td>
<td>Van der Aalst et al. [40]</td>
<td>2007</td>
<td>Process Mining</td>
<td>Organizational Algorithms</td>
<td>Article</td>
<td>436</td>
<td>ScienceDirect</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S11</td>
<td>Song et al. [33]</td>
<td>2008</td>
<td>Process Mining</td>
<td>Organizational Algorithms</td>
<td>Conference Paper</td>
<td>302</td>
<td>ScienceDirect</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S13</td>
<td>Loomans et al. [29]</td>
<td>2016</td>
<td>Process Mining</td>
<td>Organizational Algorithms</td>
<td>Article</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>ScienceDirect</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S15</td>
<td>Winter et al. [46]</td>
<td>2010</td>
<td>EA management</td>
<td>EA management practice</td>
<td>Conference Paper</td>
<td>83</td>
<td>ResearchGate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S17</td>
<td>Hauzer et al. [21]</td>
<td>2012</td>
<td>Automated EA</td>
<td>Requirements and Challenges</td>
<td>Conference Paper</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>Springer Link</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S22</td>
<td>Held et al. [22]</td>
<td>2014</td>
<td>Automated EA</td>
<td>Implementation</td>
<td>Article</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>Springer Link</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S24</td>
<td>Johannsen et al. [25]</td>
<td>2016</td>
<td>Automated EA</td>
<td>Algorithm</td>
<td>Conference Paper</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>IEEE</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

2.2.1 Log

RQ1a: What is a log, event log, what type of event log that available and how to produce the log?

2.2.1.1 Log and event log

A log is what a computer system, device, software, etc. generates in response to some sort of stimuli [11]. For example, login and logout messages in a Unix system, ACL accept and deny messages in the firewall. Log could be classified into the some general categories [11]: Informational, debug, warning, error, and alert. Informational is a log that describes occurrences of benign activities, debug is a log that aids software developer to troubleshoot and identify problems of running code. Warning is a log that describes some situations that might be missing or needed for a system. Error is a log that describes errors that occurs in various levels in a computer system. Lastly, alert is a log that indicates something interesting has happened. Log has typical basic contents [11], which are: Timestamp, source, and data. Timestamp is the time at which the log message was generated, source represents in IP address or hostname, to describe from which the log was generated. And data is the content of the log itself, there is no standard format of how data is represented in a log message. It depends on from which system or application that the log was generated.

While Event log is collection of events used as input for process mining. Events do not need to be stored in a separate log file (e.g., events may be scattered over different database
Definition 1 (Event, attribute [36]). Let $\mathcal{E}$ be the event universe, i.e., the set of all possible event identifiers. Event may be characterised by various attributes, e.g., an event may have a timestamp, correspond to an activity, is executed by a particular person, has associated costs, etc. Let $\mathcal{AN}$ be a set of attribute names. For any event $e \in \mathcal{E}$ and name $n \in \mathcal{AN}$, $\#_n(e)$ is value of attribute $n$ for event $e$. If event does not have an attribute named $n$, then $\#_n(e) = \emptyset$ (null value).

Definition 2 (Classifier [36]). For any event $e \in \mathcal{E}$, $\hat{e}$ is the name of the event.

Definition 3 (Case, trace, event log [36]). Let $\mathcal{C}$ be the case universe, i.e., the set of all possible case identifiers. Cases, like events, have attributes. For any case $c \in \mathcal{C}$ and name $n \in \mathcal{AN}$, $\#_c(n)$ is the value of attribute $n$ for case $c$. If case $c$ has no attribute named $n$, then $\#_c(n) = \emptyset$. Each case has a special mandatory attribute, trace $\#_{\text{trace}}(c) \in \mathcal{E}^\ast$ (In assumption $\#_{\text{trace}}(c) \neq \langle \rangle$, i.e., traces in a log contain at least one event). $\hat{e}$ is the shorthand for referring to the trace of a case.

A trace is a finite sequence of events $\sigma \in \mathcal{E}^\ast$ such that each event appears only once, i.e., for $1 \leq i < j \leq |\sigma| : \#_{\text{time}}(\hat{e}(i)) \leq \#_{\text{time}}(\hat{e}(j))$.

Definition 4 (Simple event log [36]). Let $\mathcal{A}$ be a set activity names. A simple trace $\sigma$ is a sequence of activities, i.e., $\sigma \in \mathcal{A}^\ast$. A simple event log $L$ is a multi-set of traces over $\mathcal{A}$, i.e., $L \in \mathbb{B}(\mathcal{A}^\ast)$. And using assumption that each trace contains at least one element, i.e., $\sigma \in L$ implies $\sigma \neq \emptyset$.

Van der Aalst [36] defined an event can be identified with attributes that it has. Example that was described in the Definition.1, an event can be described in activity that the event does, at what time that the event does (timestamp), who/what execute the event (resource) or what cost that the event takes (cost). In addition, we can also identify the event by its name ($\hat{e}$). In summary, event log consists of cases or traces, each case consists of events that each event relates to one case, the event has its attributes, and the event could also be ordered by its attributes. Illustration for an event log structure can be seen at Fig.2.2.

A simple event log is a multi-set of traces over some set of activity names ($\mathcal{A}$). For example, $[(a, b, c, d)^3, (a, c, b, d)^2, (a, e, d)]$ defines a log containing six cases, and in total there are $(3 \times 2) + (2 \times 4) + (1 \times 3) = 23$ events. In this context all cases start with $a$ and end with $d$. Moreover, since there are no other attributes in the simple event log, i.e., timestamps or resources, thus, cases and events are no longer uniquely identifiable [36].

2.2.1.2 XES Standard

The current de facto standard for event log is XES ([20], [36]), the XES format is the successor of MXmXML and referring to practical experiences with MXmXML, XES format is less restrictive and extensible. The format was adopted by the IEEE Task Force on Process Mining in September 2010. The basic structure of XES consists of Log. It contains all event information that is related to one specific process. A log contains an arbitrary number (may be empty) of trace objects, each trace describes the execution of one specific instance, or case, of logged processes. Every trace contains an arbitrary number (may also be empty) of event objects. The event represents a single granularity of activity that has been observed in the execution of a process. The log, trace, and event do not contain information, they defined the structure of the document. All information of an event log is stored and described in attributes. An attribute consists of key-value pair, while value can be one of String, Date, Integer, Float,
Figure 2.2: Structure event log [36]
Boolean, Id, List or Container data type. With string-based key. The meta-model of XES can be seen at Fig.2.3. As can be seen, the metamodel (Fig.2.3) is the formalised standard of event log that Van der Aalst [36] defined previously.

**Figure 2.3: Meta-model of the XES standard [20]**

### 2.2.1.3 Event log type

In [36] data in event log can be classified into "pre mortem" and "post mortem" data. *Post mortem* data refers to information of cases that have completed or historical data. The objective of this data not to influence the current process, but to improve the process and auditing. Meanwhile, *pre mortem* data refers to data that is still running or "alive" (pre mortem). It is possible to exploit these type of data to ensure correctness or improve the effectiveness of the processes.

*Post mortem* data is suitable for offline process mining, for example discovering the control-flow (Section.2.2.3) based on historical process data. However, for online process mining it is necessary to use a combination of "pre mortem" (current) and "post mortem" (historical) data. We can produce a predictive model based on historical data and improve running case using the predictive model, for example, to predict the estimation time needed for running the processes. Based on the data type, process mining itself refined into two types of models, *de jure models* and *de facto models*. *De jure models* refer to the normative model that accepted or perceived by stakeholders of how things should be done or handled. While *de facto models* refer to the descriptive model or how it is currently done or handled based on captured reality. These type of data and models are illustrated in Fig.2.4. As can be seen at the figure, there are two arrows. *De facto models* are derived from reality (right downward arrow), and that de jure models aim to influence reality (left upward arrow), and in between, there are ten activities that are grouped into three categories: cartography, auditing, and navigation.

*Cartography* refers to how the process model can be seen as the "map" (cartography)
that describes the operational processes of organisations. In order to do that abstraction or blueprint (process model) is needed. Thus, activities in these categories mainly targeted to produce a process model, enhance it or diagnose the model. Auditing refers to a set of activities that are used to check if business processes that are executed within certain boundaries set by managers, governments, and other stakeholders. Lastly, navigation refers to activities that needed to navigate running and future business process, for example, exploration of business process at runtime, make a prediction model of the business process, and produce recommendation based on the predictive model.

![Figure 2.4: Process mining framework [36]](image)

**2.2.1.4 How to produce an event log**

Van der Aalst [36] in his book also explained the process of how the logs are created. In this research we focused on "post mortem" or historical data, as can be seen at Fig.2.5 the process of event log creation needs to follow multiple steps and pre-processing until it can be used in the process mining. As described in the figure, it began with multiple data sources generated by application systems or data warehouse. The data sources are extracted using coarse-grained scoping, and they are converted into standardised event logs (in XES, MXML format). It is then filtered in more fine-grained scoping to produce filtered event logs, after that it can be used in the process mining.
2.2.2 Is process mining algorithms can be used to produce automated EA model documentation

In this section, we found data sources available for the automation process, with its conversion mechanism. We also identify a list of fields that used to conduct the automation processes. Furthermore, we also map the fields into appropriate elements and relationships of Archimate based on literature and our conjuncture.

2.2.2.1 Data sources and automation process

RQ1b: What are suitable data sources that can be used in automated EA model documentation?

RQ1c: What are the automation processes used in automated EA model documentation?

Farwick et al. [13] in their research discovered a list of productive systems that contains relevant EA information. There are at least six information sources that might be available for Is process mining algorithms can be used to produce automated EA model documentation: Network monitor and scanners, a tool to gather network activities using network scanners and sensors. Configuration management database, a tool to collect operational data in an
organisation that complies with ITIL. Project portfolio management tools, a tool for managing project portfolio. Enterprise service bus, central mediating entities for inter-application communication. Change management tools, a tool to optimise implementation of changes in the IT-landscape. Lastly, license management tools, a tool to manage acquired software licenses.

The research from Farwick et al. [13] align with research of Holm et al. [22] and Buschle et al. [9]. Buschle et al. [9] determine Archimate informational model in business, application and infrastructure layer, the input for their research is SAP PI, Enterprise Service Bus (ESB) software that hosts on the cloud. They were able to relate SAP PI’s components to Archimate’s elements and relationship. They also devise transformation rules to facilitate those conversions. Although their research focused on SAP PI, it is adaptable to other ESB software. However, there are limitations in their research, as they stated in their research that SAP PI is very technological-oriented, thus limiting the input for business information related. Holm et al. [22] in their research also able to implement process mining algorithms can be used to produce automated EA model documentation using a network scanner. They defined elements and relationship of Archimate that relatable to data that gathered using network scanner and propose a tool to map between Archimate constructs and data source from the scanner. Both research from Buschle et al. [9] and Holm et al. [22] proved the options to used Network monitor and scanners and ESB for data source input in generating automated EA model.

In addition to Farwick et al. [13] research, we also discover other data source available to creating Is process mining algorithms can be used to produce automated EA model documentation. Van Langerak et al. [42] in their research implement mechanism from process mining to develop Business Process Cooperation Viewpoint in Archimate. They utilised Process-Aware Information System (PAIS) to record reality in the form of audit trails or event logs and using that logs as input to generate Archimate constructs. However, they did not provide tools for converting the log into an EA model, and it is unclear how they correlate between process models and EA models.

2.2.2.2 Relevant fields and mapping

**RQ1d**: What are the relevant fields and the mappings between fields and Archimate constructs?

There is a list of elements and relationship that can be possibly converted into EA models using a PAIS’ log [42], Enterprise Service Bus [9] and network scanner [22]. In this research, we limit our research to only use Archimate as our EA framework. The list is not exhaustive since we based the list on the literature that we searched, and the list can be found at Appendix. A.

2.2.2.3 Business Layer

In the business layer, based on the literature, we could convert data sources into Business Actor, Business Collaboration, Business Process, and Business Service. Van Langerak et al. [42] in their research argued that Organisation and Department are specialisation of Business Actor, an Organisation has a hierarchical structure of Departments, and delivers some Business Service. A Business Service is implemented by one or more Business Processes. Activities in a Business Process form Cooperation (or Business Collaboration). A Cooperation is always initiated and concluded by an Activity. Using an event log, Trace can be used to produce Business Service which implements Business Process. While Event are raised by executing Activities and can be used to reconstruct Cooperation. Also Resources as one who executes Activities can be used to create Business Actor through Department and Organisation. The conceptual model of their idea can be seen in Fig.2.6.

While [9] stated that elements of Business Layer are quite difficult to reconstruct, as we quote from their research "although SAP PI’s element are meant to implement business functionality a reconstruction of business information is commonly hindered by the strong technology focus". Some business elements that can be used to describe commutative goals such as (meaning and value) is absent from SAP PI’s. In addition, elements such as Business
Object are not directly included in SAP PI. Other elements, such as Representation can be reconstructed with implicit information, as in SAP’s, it derives from technologies data such as e-mail. Overall, in the research, some element can be implicitly reconstructed while others are not possible because of the absence of the data. Archimate elements that can be covered by SAP PI can be seen at Figure 2.7. In [22] it is possible to reconstruct a Business Actor from the data, as they described that a scanner collects all user accounts of a computer system, however, if one wants to relate these actors to different actor, i.e. department, it requires additional effort from the modeller to perform the translation.

![Conceptual model of runtime business architecture](image)

**Figure 2.6: Conceptual model of runtime business architecture [42]**

### 2.2.2.4 Application Layer

In the Application Layer, we can reconstruct Application Component, Application Collaboration, Application Interface, and Data Object. Buschle et al. [9] stated that SAP PI provides software components and software products to fulfill the information needed for Application Component. Also Application Collaboration is reconstructed by temporary configuration of two or more Application Components. Application Interface is broadly similar to SAP PI’s enterprise service interface. In SAP PI there are no elements available to describe behaviour elements, such as Application Service. However, they argued that it can be derived indirectly using interface and description of operations. Lastly, Data Objects is similar to SAP PI’s data types. Their conjuncture regarding elements of SAP PI that can be converted into EA model can also be seen in Fig.2.7. In [22], Application Component can be reconstructed using data of various application components that gathered by the scanner, for example, different ERP system modules, application clients such as Adobe Reader. If an application is running on an end-point (i.e., a port), it can provide information for Application Interface. In regards to [9], they were unable to reconstruct it since the SAP PI does not provide data to do it. It implies that it actually can be reconstructed as long as the data available. The same reasoning also applicable in [22], there are no data available in the scanner to record behaviour processes.
2.2. Literature Review Result

2.2.2.5 Technology Layer

In this layer, we can reconstruct Node, Device, System Software, Technology Interface, and Communication Network. Buschle et al. [9] stated that SAP PI's computer system can fill in for a Node. A subset of installed system software registered at System Landscape Directory of SAP PI can be used to represent System Software. While Communication Network can be reconstruct using an underlying physical medium of each service invocation by SAP PI. However they did not provide information on how a device can be recreate using SAP PI, yet they put the information in the picture (Fig. 2.7). In [22] a System Software is represented by the identification of several types of system software, for example, web servers and operating systems. Infrastructure Interface can be fill in using the protocol (i.e., SMTP) and port (i.e., 8080). While Device is represented by hardware or IP address of a system. Holm et al. [22] also argued that IP address could be used to represent a Network.

2.2.2.6 Relationship

Based on the literature we can define relationship such as Composition, Aggregation, Assignment, Realization, Serving, Access, Triggering and Association. Buschle et al. [9] in their research suggest that Composition and Access was used to defined relationship between Ap-
plication Interface and Application Component, while Aggregation used to relate Application Component and Application Collaboration. While Assignment was used in relationship between System Software and Device. Node can be related to Communication Path through Association. In addition, [42] implied that they used Composition, Realization, Serving, and Triggering in their research. While [22] stated that they used Assignment to define relationship between Device and System Software, and Used by (Serving) to define relationship between Application Component and Infrastructure Interface.

2.2.3  Algorithms

RQ2a: What are algorithms that are used in Process Mining to convert a log into a process model?

2.2.3.1  Process models

2.2.3.1.1  Petri-Net and workflow-net

Definition 5 (Petri net [36]). A Petri net is a triplet \( N = (P, T, F) \) where \( P \) is a finite set of places, \( T \) is a finite set of transitions such that \( P \cap T = \emptyset \), and \( F \subseteq (P \times T) \cup (T \times P) \) is a set of directed arcs, called the flow relation. A marked Petri net is a pair \( (N, M) \), where \( N = (P, T, F) \) is a Petri net and where \( M \in \mathbb{B}(P) \) is a multi-set over \( P \) denoting the marking of the net. The set of all marked Petri nets is denoted \( \mathcal{N} \). The Petri net shown Fig. 2.8 can be formalized as follows: \( P = \{\text{start}, c_1, c_2, c_3, c_4, c_5, \text{end}\} \), \( T = \{a, b, c, d, e, f, g, h\} \), and \( F = \{(\text{start}, a), (a, c_1), (a, c_2), (c_1, b), (c_1, c), (c_2, d), (b, c_3), (c, c_3), (d, c_4), (c_3, e), (c_4, e), (e, c_5), (c_5, f), (f, c_1), (f, c_2), (c_5, g), (c_5, h), (g, \text{end}), (h, \text{end})\} \)

Petri net is a bipartite graph consisting of places and transitions, interconnected by directed arcs [36]. Petri net is one of the most basic process model that being used as an output of process mining algorithms, one of the algorithms that produced WF-net (Petri net with start and end place) is alpha miner. Petri net also depends on the token to ensure that the process model replayable / can be simulated for each cases of event log. There also split and join rules that inherent in petri net, this is useful to denotes if some events have concurrent activities or some execution path is exclusive for some events.

Figure 2.8: Workflow net [36, p.37]
2.2. Literature Review Result

**Definition 6 (Workflow net [36]):** Let $N = (P, T, F, A, l)$ be a (labeled) Petri net and $\bar{t}$ a fresh identifier not in $P \cup T$. $N$ is a workflow net (WF-net) if and only if (a) $P$ contains an input place $i$ (also called source place) such that $\cdot i = \emptyset$, (b) $P$ contains an output place $o$ (also called sink place) such that $o \cdot = \emptyset$, and (c) $\bar{N} = (P, T \cup \{\bar{t}\}, F \cup \{ (o, \bar{t}), (\bar{t}, i) \}, A \cup \{ \tau \}, l \cup \{ (\bar{t}, \tau) \})$ is strongly connected, i.e., there is a directed path between any pair of nodes in $\bar{N}$.

A workflow net (WF-Net) is a Petri net with a single start place and a single end place that represent the start and end state of a process.

### 2.2.3.1.2 Dependency graph

Heuristic miner produces dependency graph (Definition.15) as its process model [44], the dependency graph represents all the dependencies found in the log. Fig.4.6 is an example of dependency graph that resulted from a heuristic miner processing. As can be seen at the figure, it has rectangle to represent an activity with its frequency occurrences, the arc represent dependency path between activities, the arc also has label that represent dependency factor and its frequency. The result of business process discovery algorithm is similar to dependency graph, and instead of rectangle as an activity, we substitute it with business process element, and we convert arcs to triggering relationship. Example of the converted graph can be seen at Fig.4.6.

**Definition 7 (Dependency Graph [4]):** Given a set of activities $V$ and a log of executions $L$ of the same process, a directed graph $G_{VL}$ is a dependency graph if there exists a path from activity $u$ to activity $v$ in $G_{VL}$ if and only if $v$ depends on $u$.

![Example dependency graph](image)

Figure 2.9: Example dependency graph [44]

### 2.2.3.2 Algorithms

There are three types of Process Mining: discovery [6–8, 26, 29, 30, 32, 36, 38, 40, 43], conformance [8, 26, 32, 36, 38], and enhancement [8, 32, 36]. Discovery is a technique to process an Event log without using apriori information, while conformance is a mechanism to check if the reality as written in the log conforms to an existing process model and vice versa. Lastly, enhancement, a mechanism to extend or improve an existing process model using the actual process information that recorded in a log. In the process discovery itself there are several perspectives to emphasise which behaviour that the techniques want to
observe, such as control flow \cite{8, 26, 29, 30, 32, 36, 40}, organisational \cite{7, 8, 26, 29, 30, 32, 36, 40}, performance / time \cite{8, 29, 30, 32, 36}, and data / case \cite{26, 36, 40}. The control flow perspective focuses on the ordering of activities, to find a good characterisation of all possible paths of processes. The organisational perspective discovers the hidden information regarding resources in a log, which actors (i.e. people, system, roles, and departments) are involved and relationship between them. The organisational perspective also has an objective to structure the organisation by classifying people in regards of roles, organisational unit, or social network. The case perspective focuses on the properties of cases. A case can describes a process or originator that working on it, or it can also describe values of corresponding data elements, such as number of products ordered. The time perspective explains the timing and frequency of events, discovering bottleneck, measure service levels, monitor utilisation of resources, and predict the remaining processing time of running cases.

In this study, we found out algorithms that used for each perspective in the process discovery (Appendix.B). Also, in the following sub-sections we described in more detail algorithms that we think can be potential algorithms for converting a log into an EA model.

### 2.2.3.3 Control Flow Perspective Algorithms

Control flow algorithms help to discover the sequence of processes that reside in an event log. The algorithms also able to describe the dependency of processes, correlations between those processes and the frequency of those processes occurs. Related to our study, this information will help us to uncover certain elements of the EA framework, for example in Archimate elements such as business processes. The algorithms also able to cluster coherent activities and limiting the processes using the high degree of correlation or frequencies that occurs, this capability will help reducing the number of elements that can be generated in an EA model, thus relieving over-complexity of the EA model.

#### 2.2.3.3.1 Alpha Miner

The alpha miner is one of the first algorithms that can be used to discover concurrency \cite{36}, it discovers dependency pattern between activities and describes process behaviour within the log. The alpha miner scans the event log for particular pattern \cite{36}. It able to discern between dependency, non-dependent, concurrency relationship between events. They also enabled process patterns, to distinct if relationship between events are sequence, XOR/AND-split or XOR/AND-join pattern. Then algorithm also ensure that the process model is re-playable or enable to simulate when its needed for analysis. The algorithm produces a workflow net: a bipartite graph consisting of places and transitions interconnected by directed arcs and has a single start and end place. In the Fig.3.3 it can be seen a sample of behavioural activities based on a given log, for example, the whole process begin with activity a and end in f, with rectangles as transitions, and circles as places and connected with directed arc. The circles
also represent process pattern, for example from activity \( a \) to \( d \) is connected with dependency relationship in sequence, while \( b \) and \( e \) connected to \( f \) with XOR-join relationship. The algorithms is quite simple and easily to implement, however there are certain limitation for this simplicity, it has difficulty to process infrequent or rare behaviour (noise), logs that only contain a little or few events (incompleteness) or log with complex routing constructs.

2.2.3.3.2 Heuristic Miner

Heuristic Miner is an algorithm that able to deal with noise and exceptions. It also have capabilities of alpha miner to discern dependency, non-dependent, concurrency relationship between events. It also focus on frequencies of events and sequences, and it enables users to concentrate on the main process flow instead of on every detail of the behaviour that appears in the process log. Heuristic Miner produces a Causal Net, a graph that represents activities as nodes and dependencies as arcs and also dependency graph, directed graph that represent dependent relationship between activities. For example, in Fig. 2.11 sample of a behavioural analysis using Heuristic Miner. It can be seen the algorithm able to discover frequencies of processes. In the activity of "ArtificialStartTask", it has 352 occurrences, and 36 of those occurrences happens to be followed by "Yearly checkup OC Obst/Gyn". The algorithm also able to extract correlation between processes, as shown the dependency factor between "ArtificialStartTask" and "Yearly checkup OC Obst/Gyn" is 0.973 or 97.3% "ArtificialStartTask" will be directly followed by "Yearly checkup OC Obst/Gyn".

2.2.3.3.3 Fuzzy Miner

Fuzzy Miner able to generate process models from the huge number of activities and highly unstructured behaviour. The Fuzzy Miner combines abstraction and clustering techniques to produce a high-level view and emphasising the most important details. In the Fig.2.12 it can be seen the example of using this algorithm to extract behavioural process of a log. The algorithm able to discover frequency of processes, it can be seen at the thickness of the arc, for example, "1" to "61" is more frequent than "495" to "61". The algorithm also able to cluster coherent and highly correlated activities, it is depicted as a green hexagon.
2.2.3.3.4 Genetic Miner

Alpha Algorithm, Heuristic, and Fuzzy Mining able to discover process models in a direct and deterministic manner, it is different with Genetic Miner, it provides process models in evolutionary approach, using a technique from the field of computational intelligence. As can be seen at Fig. 2.13 there are four main steps: (a) initialisation: creating an initial population (b) selection: determine the quality of an individual process model (determine the fitness level) and select the best individual to the next generation (c) reproduction: selecting a parent individuals and used to create new offspring (process model) and modified the resulting children with mutation (i.e., randomly adding or deleting a causal dependency) (d) termination: terminating evolutionary process when a suitable process model is found. The algorithm can also deal with noise and incompleteness. However, the algorithm is not very efficient for larger models and logs as the algorithm requires a very long time to discover an acceptable model [36].

Figure 2.12: Fuzzy Miner Example [8]
2.2.3.3.5 Inductive Miner

Inductive miner is currently one of the leading process discovery algorithm [36]. The algo-
2.2.3.4 Organisational Perspective Algorithms

Organisational algorithm focus on who perform what activities and express more into the relationship between originators (a person who conduct some activity). There are two algorithms that we highlight in this section, organisational and social network analysis miner. In our study, both algorithms can be used in the future research. Elements of Archimate, such as business actors and business roles can be discovered using these algorithms.

2.2.3.4.1 Organisational Miner

Organisational miner is the algorithm to derive an organisational model from event logs. It can derive a group of originators that have similar characteristics in process execution and discover the relationship between mined groups and the tasks. In Fig. 2.15 it can be seen the sample of using this algorithm to determine the role of each originator that lie in a given log.

Figure 2.15: Organisational Miner Sample [33]

2.2.3.4.2 Social Network Miner

The social network analysis algorithm is the algorithm that able to derive an interpersonal relationship between originators in a given log. It can describe handover of work: detecting the likelihood of handover of work from one originator to other given the causality relationship of activities. In the Fig. 2.16 it can be seen the handover of work from one originator to other and the density of work relationship of each originator.
2.2. Literature Review Result

2.2.3.5 Data and Performance Perspective Algorithms

Based on the literature finding, we did not find relevant algorithms that might useful for our research. We found the dotted chart, a technique to describe events and represent data attributes in two-dimensional plane. However, for this research, we seek the algorithms that enable users to extract process models from logs, while mostly algorithms of this perspectives seek attribute information that lies in logs, such as duration of activities, resources that execute the activities. Overall, we think it is irrelevant to use this perspectives’ algorithm for our research unless we want to describe the performance of activities in our EA model.

2.2.4 Conversion pattern

RQ2c: What are Archimate elements that can be used to represent process models?

In process mining, there are various perspectives to observe the behaviour of processes in an event log. In this research, we picked control-flow perspective as the main perspective for automated EA model documentation. Control-flow perspective is able to discover a sequence of processes in an event log. We chose control-flow since we want to discover the workflow of processes of various systems. We can identify the flow of processes from the beginning to the end. For example, in e-commerce case, we can identify an order number of certain products. Hence, using order number, we can trace the status of the order from the very beginning (order placement), to various step of systems (payment, delivery) to the end (bookkeeping).
Hence, using control-flow we can achieve this objective.

We perceive each step in the e-commerce case is an event, and for an event, we can attach various information as attributes, such as the name of the system, a user who execute the events, time its been executed, etc. Thus, identifying the event is the most crucial part in automated EA documentation using process mining. As we discussed before there are multiple algorithms that we can choose, however for this research we chose the simplest one. In the beginning, we chose alpha miner as the algorithm provide a basic algorithm to control-flow perspective, but we also realised that alpha miner has limitations in recognising infrequent/rare, incomplete, or complex routing case. Thus, we chose heuristic miner for this reason. Heuristic miner also simpler than other algorithms that more mature and advance, so we believe it is easier to implement in future works. Moreover, heuristic miner able to address the problems that raised in the alpha miner, so this is a trade-off that we pick. Heuristic miner is able to generate various type of process model, such as Causal net, dependency graph. However, in this study, we pick the dependency graph as a process model for referencing to Archimate. Again, we pick the graph to easier implementation.

The comparison process that we chose is quite simple, we identify the definition of elements of the process model, and we pick Archimate elements that closely represent that definition. Based on the definition of the dependency graph (Definition.15), the graph consisted of a set of activities and connected to the arc that represents the dependency between activities. The activity itself is referred to "a well-defined step in the process." [37]. And we interpret it as Business Process, "A sequence of business behaviors that achieves a specific outcome such as a defined set of products or business services." [18]. In our opinion activity is a step of the process, the process in this context is a business-related process, and it closely fit business process that defines a sequence of business behaviour, since the process discovery also targeted to observe certain behaviour of processes in the log. Hence, we think the business process can be used to represent activity. In addition, there are multiple relationship that represent relationship between business processes, such as specialization, composition, aggregation, serving, triggering, flow, and association [18, p.125] and since arc in the dependency graph represent dependency relationship, thus we chose serving to connect between business processes. The serving relationship models that an element provides its functionality to another element [18]. Serving is one of the dependency relationship that defines in Group [18].
3

Theoretical Background

In this chapter we will discuss additional theoretical background that were used in the research that had not been explained before in previous chapters. We discuss the definition of EA, Archimate as an EA framework, popular process mining algorithms in more detail, and tools that were commonly used in process mining.

3.1. Enterprise Architecture

3.1.1 Enterprise Architecture

Enterprise architecture is a coherent whole of principles, methods, and models that are used in the design and realisation of an enterprise’s organisational structure, business processes, information systems, and infrastructure [28]. While Gartner [16] defined enterprise architecture as a discipline for proactively and holistically leading enterprise responses to disruptive forces by identifying and analysing the execution of change toward desired business vision and outcomes. EA delivers value by presenting business and IT leaders with signature-ready recommendations for adjusting policies and projects to achieve target business outcomes that capitalise on relevant business disruptions. And [19] defined enterprise architecture with two separate definitions. Enterprise is the fundamental organisation of a system, embodied in its components, their relationships to each other and the environment, and the principles governing its design and evolution. And architecture are: (1) A formal description of a system or a detailed plan of the system at component level to guide its implementation. (2) The structure of components, their inter-relationships, and the principles and guidelines governing their design and evolution over time.

3.1.2 Archimate

The Archimate Enterprise Architecture Modelling language is a technical standard from The Open Group. It provides a diagram standardisation that used to describe Enterprise Architectures. It presents a selection of viewpoints to address a variety of stakeholders, an integrated architectural approach that used to describe and visualise multiple architectural domains and their underlying relations and dependencies [18].
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In this research, we use a simplified version of the Archimate modelling language. As can be seen at Fig.3.1, we used business and application layer. With four elements, *business process*, *business actor*, *application service*, and *application component*. With addition of two relationship, *assignment* and *serving*. Using definition from [18], a business process represents a sequence of business behaviours that achieve a specific outcome such as a defined set of products or business services. A business actor is a business entity that is capable of performing behaviour. An application service represents an explicitly defined exposed application behaviour. While an application component represents an encapsulation of application functionality aligned to implementation structure, which is modular and replaceable, it encapsulates its behaviour and data, exposes services, and makes them available through interfaces. Moreover, the assignment relationship expresses the allocation of responsibility, the performance of behaviour, or execution. Next, the serving relationship models that an element provides its functionality to another element. Lastly, we also include *junction*, a junction is used to explicitly express that several elements together participate in the relationship (and junction) or that one of the elements participates in the relationship (or junction). A junction should either have one incoming and more than one outgoing relationships, or more than one incoming and one outgoing.

### 3.2. Process Mining

**Definition 8 (Process mining [37])**. Techniques, tools, and methods to discover, monitor and improve real processes (i.e., not assumed processes) by extracting knowledge from event logs commonly available in today’s (information) systems.

There are three types of Process Mining: *discovery* [6–8, 26, 29, 30, 32, 36, 38, 40, 43], *conformance* [8, 26, 32, 36, 38], and *enhancement* [8, 32, 36]. *Discovery* is a technique to process an Event log without using apriori information, while *conformance* is a mechanism to check if the reality as written in the log conforms to an existing process model and vice versa. Lastly, enhancement, a mechanism to extend or improve an existing process model using the actual process information that recorded in a log, illustration of process mining overview can be seen at Figure.3.2.

In the process discovery itself there are several perspectives to emphasise which behaviour that the techniques want to observe, such as *control flow* [8, 26, 29, 30, 32, 36, 40], *organisational* [7, 8, 26, 29, 30, 32, 36, 40], *performance / time* [8, 29, 30, 32, 36], and *data / case* [26, 36, 40]. The control flow perspective focuses on the ordering of activities, to find a good characterisation of all possible paths of processes. The organisational perspective discovers the hidden information regarding resources in a log, which actors (i.e. people, system, roles, and departments) are involved and a relationship between them, with objectives to structure the organisation by classifying people in regards of roles, organisational unit, or social network. The case perspective focuses on the properties of cases. A case can describe a process or originator that working on it, or it can also describe values of corresponding data elements, such as supplier or number of products ordered in a case of order replenishment. The time perspective explains the timing and frequency of events, discovering bottleneck, measure service levels, monitor utilisation of resources, and predict the remaining processing time of
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Running cases.

3.2.1 Alpha miner

Alpha miner is an algorithm in Process Mining that tries to discover a process model from an event log and aimed at reconstructing causality of events between observed tasks.

**Definition 9 (Alpha Miner [36]).** Let \( L \) be an event log over \( T \subseteq \mathcal{A} \). \( \alpha(L) \) is:

1. \( T_L = \{ t \in T \mid \exists_{s \in L} t \in s \} \),
2. \( T_I = \{ t \in T \mid \exists_{s \in L} t = \text{first}(s) \} \),
3. \( T_0 = \{ t \in T \mid \exists_{s \in L} t = \text{last}(s) \} \),
4. \( X_L = \{(A, B) \mid A \subseteq T_L \land A \neq \emptyset \land B \subseteq T_L \land B \neq \emptyset \land \forall_{a \in A} \forall_{b \in B} a \rightarrow b \land \forall_{a_1, a_2 \in A} a_1 \neq a_2 \land \forall_{b_1, b_2 \in B} b_1 \neq b_2 \} \),
5. \( Y_L = \{ (A, B) \mid (A, B) \in X_L \land \forall_{(A', B') \in X_L} A \subseteq A' \land B \subseteq B' \Rightarrow (A, B) = (A', B') \} \),
6. \( P_L = \{ p_{(A,B)} \mid (A, B) \in Y_L \} \cup \{ i_L, o_L \} \),
7. \( F_L = \{ (a, p_{(A,B)}) \mid (A, B) \in Y_L \land a \in A \} \cup \{ (p_{(A,B)}, b) \mid (A, B) \in Y_L \land b \in B \} \cup \{ (i_L, t) \mid t \in T_I \} \cup \{ (t, o_L) \mid t \in T_0 \} \)
8. \( \alpha(L) = (P_L, T_L, F_L) \).

Considering event log of \( L_5 \):

\[
L_5 = \{ (a, b, e, f)^2, (a, b, e, c, d, b, f)^3, (a, b, e, d, b, f)^2, (a, b, c, d, e, b, f)^4, (a, e, b, c, d, b, f)^3 \}
\]

If we apply the algorithm, it goes as follow:

1. \( T_L = \{ a, b, c, d, e, f \} \)

\( T_L \) is a set of activities that appears in the log \( L \)
2. $T_i = a$

3. $T_0 = f$

   $a$ is the start activity and $f$ is the end.

4. $X_L = \{ ([a], \{b\}), ([a], \{c\}), ([b], \{c\}), ([b], \{f\}), ([c], \{d\}), ([d], \{b\}), ([e], \{f\}), ([a, d], \{b\}), ([b], \{c, f\}) \}$

   The Alpha algorithm scans the event for particular patterns if activity $a$ is followed by $b$, but $b$ is never followed by $a$, then it is assumed that there is a causal dependency between $a$ and $b$. There are four log-based ordering relations that aim to extract relevant pattern in the log:

   - $a \succ_L b$ if and only if there is a trace $\sigma = (t_1, t_2, t_3, ..., t_n)$ and $i \in \{1, ..., n-1\}$ such that $\sigma \in L$ and $t_i = a$ and $t_{i+1} = b$

   - $a \rightarrow_L b$ if and only if $a \succ_L b$ and $b \not\succ_L a$

   - $a \#_L b$ if and only if $a \succ_L b$ and $b \not\succ_L a$

   - $a|\|_L b$ if and only if $a \succ_L b$ and $b \succ_L a$

Using the patterns we have results as describe in the Table 3.1 and we took all activities that $a \rightarrow_L b$.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>a</th>
<th>b</th>
<th>c</th>
<th>d</th>
<th>e</th>
<th>f</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>a</td>
<td>#</td>
<td>#</td>
<td>#</td>
<td>#</td>
<td>#</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>b</td>
<td>←</td>
<td>#</td>
<td>→</td>
<td>←</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>c</td>
<td>#</td>
<td>←</td>
<td>#</td>
<td>→</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>d</td>
<td>#</td>
<td>→</td>
<td>←</td>
<td>#</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>e</td>
<td>←</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>f</td>
<td>#</td>
<td>←</td>
<td>#</td>
<td>#</td>
<td>←</td>
<td>#</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

5. $Y_L = \{ ([a], \{c\}), ([c], \{d\}), ([e], \{f\}), ([a, d], \{b\}), ([b], \{c, f\}) \}$

   We need to filter elements of $X_L$, we chose the "maximal pairs" $(A, B)$ for any pair $(A, B) \in X_L$, nonempty set $A' \subseteq A$, and nonempty set $B' \subseteq B$, it is implied that $(A', B') \in X_L$.

6. $P_L = \{ P_{([a], \{c\})}, P_{([a], \{d\})}, P_{([c], \{d\})}, P_{([a, d], \{b\})}, P_{([b], \{c, f\})}, i_L, o_L \}$

   For each element of $(A, B) \in Y_L$ should corresponds to a place $P_{(A,B)}$, connecting transition $A$ to transition $B$. Moreover, since the objective of this algorithm to create an WF-NET it also must have a unique source and sink place of $i_L$ and $o_L$.

7. $F_L = \{ (a, P_{([a], \{c\})}), (P_{([a], \{c\})}, e), (c, P_{([c], \{d\})}), (P_{([c], \{d\})}, d), (e, P_{([c], \{f\})}), (P_{([c], \{f\})}, f), (a, P_{([a, d], \{b\})}), (d, P_{([a, d], \{b\})}), (P_{([a, d], \{b\})}, b), (b, P_{([b], \{c, f\})}), (P_{([b], \{c, f\})}, c), (P_{([b], \{c, f\})}, f), (i_L, a), (f, o_L) \}$

8. $\alpha(L) = (P_L, T_L, F_L)$

   After we define places and transitions, we just need to create the arcs of the WF-Net, each place in $P_{(A,B)}$ have $A$ as input nodes and $B$ as output nodes, starting from $i_L$ as an input place and ended in $o_L$. Finally, we have $\alpha(L) = (P_L, T_L, F_L)$ that describes the behavior seen in event log $L$. The WF-NET of this log can be seen at Fig. 3.3.
3.2.2 Heuristic Miner

Heuristic miner is one of the advance process discovery techniques in generating a process model [36]. The algorithms take consideration of frequencies of events and sequences when creating the model. The basic principle of this algorithm is that infrequent path should not be incorporated into the model, the miner also able to distinguish between noise and incomplete behaviour of an event log. The algorithms consist of the main heuristic miner (Definition.10). Mining dependency graph (Definition.11) is a subset of the main heuristic miner, to explore a dependency matrix between activities. Short loop (Definition.12) is useful to detect loop in an event log. Lastly, split and join between activities can be identify using split/join (Definition.13).

**Definition 10** (Heuristic Miner [44]). Let $T$ be set of activities. $\sigma \in T^*$ is an event trace, an arbitrary sequence of activity identifiers. $W \subseteq T^*$ is an event log, multiset (bag) of event trace. Let $a, b \in T$:

1. $a \succ_w b$ iff there is a trace $\sigma = t_1 t_2 t_3 ... t_n$ and $i \in \{1, ..., n - 1\}$ such that $\sigma \in W$ and $t_i = a$ and $t_{i+1} = b$,
2. $a \rightarrow_w b$ iff $a \succ_w b$ and $b \nrightarrow_w a$,
3. $a \#_w b$ iff $a \nrightarrow_w b$ and $b \nrightarrow_w a$,
4. $a ||_w b$ iff $a \succ_w b$ and $b \succ_w a$,
5. $a \gg_w b$ iff there is a trace $\sigma = t_1 t_2 t_3 ... t_n$ and $i \in \{1, ..., n - 2\}$ such that $\sigma \in W$ and $t_i = a$ and $t_{i+1} = b$ and $t_{i+2} = a$,
6. $a \ggg_w b$ iff there is a trace $\sigma = t_1 t_2 t_3 ... t_n$ and $i < j$ and $i, j \in \{1, ..., n\}$ such that $\sigma \in W$ and $t_i = a$ and $t_{i+1} = b$.

Using the standardisation of XES (Fig.2.3), $W$ is a Log, $\sigma$ is Trace, and $T$ is an attribute of an event. The step 1 is getting the first and second ordered activities that denotes in $t_i = a$ and $t_{i+1} = b$. The step 2, is to find causality between activity a and b, if a directly followed by b and not the other way around, hence there is direct dependency b to a. In the step 3, if a is not directly followed by b and vice-versa, it means there is no relationship between a and b. Next, in the step 4, if a is directly followed by b and vice-versa, thus relationship between a and b is a parallel / concurrent relationship. Step 5 is to identify short loop, for example activity a goes to activity b and return to activity a. Lastly, step 6 is used to identify long range relationship between activity a and b.

**Definition 11** (Mining dependency graph [44]). Let $W$ be an event log over $T$ and $a, b \in T$. While $|a \succ_w b|$ is the number of times $a \succ_w b$ occurs in $W$, then: $a \Rightarrow_w b = \left( \frac{|a \succ_w b| - |a \gg_w b|}{|a \succ_w b| + |b \gg_w a| + 1} \right)$.
The dependency graph is the starting point for Heuristic Miner. The graph acts as a frequency based metric that is useful to indicate the dependency between two activities. A high $a \Rightarrow^w b$ suggests that there is a dependency relation between activity $a$ and $b$. Heuristic miner has the capability to detect noise, to support this feature there are three threshold parameters: (1) the dependency threshold, threshold to filter events using dependency measurement. (2) The positive observation threshold, a threshold to filter events using frequency of occurrences. (3) The relative to best threshold, a threshold to filter events by comparing the dependency measurement of an event relative to the best dependency measurement in the event log.

**Definition 12** (Mining short loop [44]). Let $W$ be an event log over $T$, and $a, b \in T$. The $|a >_w b|$ is the number of times $a >_w b$ occurs in $W$, and $|a >>_w b|$ is the number of times $a >>_w b$ occurs in $W$.

1. $a \Rightarrow^w a = \left( \frac{|a >_w a|}{|a >_w a|+1} \right)$
2. $a \Rightarrow^2 b = \left( \frac{|a >>_w b|+|b >>_w a|}{|a >>_w b|+|a >>_w a|+1} \right)$

Heuristic miner is able to facilitate a short loop of events. (1) is used to calculate dependency measurement of a recursive loop, and (2) is to calculate dependency of a short loop, for example activity $a$ goes to activity $b$ and return to activity $a$.

**Definition 13** (Mining AND/XOR-split/join and non-observable tasks [44]). Let $W$ be an event log over $T$, $a, b, c \in T$, and $b$ and $c$ are in depending relation with $a$. Then: $a \Rightarrow^w b \land c = \left( \frac{|b >>_w c|+|c >>_w b|}{|a >>_w b|+|a >>_w c|+1} \right)$

Using this formulation, we can identify split and join relationship between activities. In the research they using threshold value 0.1 to separate AND-relation with XOR-relation. $|a >_w b| + |a >_w c|$ indicates the number of positive observations and $|b >_w c| + |c >_w b|$ indicates the number of times $b$ and $c$ appears directly after each other.

### 3.2.3 Default Miner

Default miner is a simple and straightforward algorithm to correlate relationship between activities and originators (entity that execute the tasks).

**Definition 14** (Default Miner [33]). Let $L$ be an event log, $T$ be a set of activities, and $c$ is possible event sequence, $c = (e_0, e_1, \ldots) \in L$, $P$ a set of originators (i.e., persons, resources, or agents). $E = T \times P$ is the set of possible events, combination of an activity and an originator.

1. For each $t \in T$, $O_t = \{ \pi_p(e) \mid \exists e \in L, e \in c \land \pi_t(e) = t \}$
2. $A_s = \{(t, O_t \mid t \in T)\}$

In (1) organisational entity ($O_t$) denotes for an activity ($t$) has originator that executed the task ($t$), while (2) $A_s$ denotes relationship between organisational entity ($O_t$) with activities ($t$). Organisational entity do not disjoint, because an originator can perform activity more than one, thus relationship between organisational units with activities are many-to-many. To underline which organisational unit execute which activity, default miner also utilise **Metrics based on joint activities**, two dimensional matrix of how frequent an originator execute an activity in the log.
3.2.4 Disco and PromLite

As alternatives for comparing the results, we used other process mining tools, such as Fluxicon-Disco\(^1\) and PromLite 1.2\(^2\). Both tools quite easy to use and accessible, PromLite can be used freely, and Disco can be accessed using an academic license. The prom lite has multiple plugins for multiple perspectives, so it is quite versatile to test a variety of process mining algorithms and perspectives. While disco only limited to certain control flow and data/time perspectives. Although it is simple, disco provides users with user friendly interface and nice graphical notation. Both tools can provide a comparable result that useful in validating our research, since our research is combining multiple perspectives of process mining, and the current standard does not provide a tool for that purpose, thus we can only limit our validation to a certain perspective of process mining. In regards to these tools, we only used interactive data-aware heuristic miner plugin from prom lite, and standard graph from disco, that similar to the dependency graph. Figures 3.4, 3.5, 3.6 are the user interfaces from promlite and disco.

---
\(^1\)https://fluxicon.com/disco/
\(^2\)http://login.webofknowledge.com
This chapter will discuss about the research’s artefact: EA mining. First we will talk about EA mining overview and workflows. After that we will discuss log structure, one of the EA mining artefacts. It consists of: the log structure, the guideline to populate the log structure, relevant fields that can be used in the log structure. Then, we will talk about EA mining conversion methods, steps that must be taken, and detail explanation of each steps.

4.1. EA mining overview

EA mining consists of two artefacts, log structure and conversion methods. Log structure is defined how event logs should consist of, so it can be used for EA mining purposes. Next, conversion method is definition of methods to process the event log to an EA model. Figure 4.1 illustrates the overview of EA mining, we colour-coded the figure, the blue parts are elements that are used for creating an event log, it is not part of the research and we put there to illustrate how the event logs are produced. The green parts are the artefacts of this research it consists of an event log that follows the log structure that we proposed and conversion method to process the log into EA models (orange parts).

![Figure 4.1: EA mining workflow](image)

Note: Event log* refers to event logs in the log structure format
4.1.1 Log Structure

An event log can be used to generate ecosystem or surrounding components in the entire enterprise, event log is a digital footprint that generated from systems’ activities, these footprints not only contain about the information of the system itself, it can also contain information of its surrounding systems. Typically, a system can have multiple cores or supporting systems that can describe an entire ecosystem of the processes. For example, an e-commerce B2C e-Shop can have: web-portal for browsing products and place orders, payment systems to finalise payment, logistic systems to send products, and financial systems to record sales volume. Each step in the whole systems can be recorded as an event and can be put into an event log with additional informative attributes, such as the name of the system, who execute the event, time its executed, and also additional performance measurement, such as completion time, a response time of each event. Using this event log, we can observe how the process works and how is the interaction between systems. In the end, we can get a general picture of the whole processes with its ecosystem, its corresponding systems, and its stakeholders.

Van der Aalst [36] mentioned how to produce the log (Section.2.2.1.4), an event log can comprise from multiple data sources from multiple systems, this concept can be supported by studies from [13]. Farwick et al. [13] describe a list of productive systems that contains relevant EA information. Other studies [9, 22, 42] also describes productive systems that available for EA conversion, with more definitive examples. Thus, the list of available systems encourages the idea of the log is created from multiple data sources. It also adds additional features that were not covered in other studies. In [9, 22, 42] conversion process limited to a certain system, tools, and work processes. While using event log, we can combine all possible data sources into one cohesive log, that encompass all systems, which in the end can be used to describe ecosystems of the process and interaction between systems and stakeholders. This idea can give us a general perspective of an enterprise which align with the purpose of enterprise architecture.

In this study we used metamodel of XES as our log structure (Fig.2.3). An event log will be consists of Trace and each Trace consists of an Event. Trace and Event can describe with Attributes that consist of key and value, with multiple options of data types. Data types itself can be chosen from String, Date, Integer, Float, Boolean.

4.1.2 Possible relevant fields

Log in the beginning produced from "raw" hidden in varied data sources, the data sources itself can be a simple flat file, an Excel spreadsheet, a transaction log, a database table. One of the assumptions that need to be adhere when creating a log file is that data itself is not to be expected provided in one single, well-structured data source. Usually when creating a log file, we must gather from multiple data source, and efforts are needed to gather the relevant data [36]. In previous research of automated EA model documentation, we found that data source in creating an EA model is limited to certain system, tools, and software. Such as [22] using network scanner, [9] using ESB and [42] using PAIS. However, in creating an event log we can get over these boundaries, since the log can be created from multiple data source.

As we discussed before, there are exists at least six possible data source available from productive systems for automated EA documentation [13]. Network monitor and scanners, a tool to gather network activities using network scanners and sensors. Configuration management database, a tool to collect operational data in an organisation that comply with ITIL. Project portfolio management tools, a tool for managing project portfolio. Enterprise service bus, central mediating entities for inter-application communication. Change management tools, a tool to optimise implementation of changes in the IT-landscape. Lastly, license management tools, a tool to manage acquired software licenses. With these multiple options, there are possibility to produce more cohesive log that can be used for automated EA documentation. Thus, using this assumption we propose possible log structure that can be used for automated EA documentation in the future. The following table (Table.4.1) is compilation of data source that available, with possible fields in the respective data source with possible translation in Archimate elements and layer. This table is produced based on literature
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review that we conducted before (Section 2.2.2.1). However, not all the fields can be easily picked up as events’ attributes, it must have some key that bound from one data source to other. In the example of e-commerce previously, we can set order number as an intermediary key between systems. While in the table (Table 4.1) it somehow difficult to connect network monitoring fields to other systems without sufficient context and key.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>data source</th>
<th>Source (Fields)</th>
<th>Target (Archimate’s Elements)</th>
<th>Layer</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Business process</td>
<td>Activity</td>
<td>Business Process</td>
<td>Business</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Business process</td>
<td>Resource</td>
<td>Business Actor, Application Component</td>
<td>Business, Application</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CMDB [1, 2]</td>
<td>Product</td>
<td>Device / System Software</td>
<td>Technology</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Network monitoring</td>
<td>User Account</td>
<td>Business Actor</td>
<td>Business</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Network monitoring</td>
<td>Application protocol</td>
<td>Infrastructure interface</td>
<td>Technology</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Network monitoring</td>
<td>Application server</td>
<td>System software (end-point)</td>
<td>Technology</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Network monitoring</td>
<td>Application Client</td>
<td>Application component</td>
<td>Technology</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Network monitoring</td>
<td>Operating System</td>
<td>System software (OS)</td>
<td>Technology</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Network monitoring</td>
<td>IP, MAC Address</td>
<td>Device</td>
<td>Technology</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Network monitoring</td>
<td>A range of IP address</td>
<td>Network</td>
<td>Technology</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ESB [9]</td>
<td>data type</td>
<td>Business Object</td>
<td>Business</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ESB [9]</td>
<td>adapter</td>
<td>Representation</td>
<td>Business</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ESB [9]</td>
<td>data type</td>
<td>Data Object</td>
<td>Application</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ESB [9]</td>
<td>enterprise service</td>
<td>Application Interface</td>
<td>Application</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ESB [9]</td>
<td>software component,</td>
<td>Application Component</td>
<td>Application</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ESB [9]</td>
<td>software product</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ESB [9]</td>
<td>software configuration</td>
<td>Application Collaboration</td>
<td>Application</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ESB [9]</td>
<td>computer system</td>
<td>Node</td>
<td>Technology</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ESB [9]</td>
<td>system landscape</td>
<td>System Software</td>
<td>Technology</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ESB [9]</td>
<td>outbound and in-bound</td>
<td>Communication Path</td>
<td>Technology</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

4.1.3 Basic Log Structure for EA Mining

Based on the possible relevant fields (Section 4.1.2), there are multiple fields that can be used as base log, which in the end to be used for EA mining conversion. However, not all the fields can be easily used for the EA mining purposes. The basic form of the log structure is consists of Trace, that identify one workflow and cluster group of events of that one particular workflow. Each traces contains one or multiple events. Events contains activities that an enterprises have. Each events contains additional information that are recorded as attributes. The baseline of EA mining is control-flow (Section 2.2.3.2), which means that all the information of the log wanted to express must be connected to events. For this research, we propose attributes that all the system might have. The attributes are Activity, Timestamp, Login, AppName, and ResponseTime. Activity refers to the name of the event. Timestamp is the date that the event occurs, all event logs contains the activity and timestamp [3, 7, 30, 42]. Login refers to stakeholders that execute the event, it can be seen that this information is accessible from systems [1–3, 7, 9, 22, 30, 42]. AppName refers to the application name that the event executed from, it is also possible to access this information since an event is usually generated from a certain system, this information is also accessible from systems [9, 22]. Lastly ResponseTime, it refers to the elapsed time between an inquiry on a system and the response to that inquiry. This is an additional fields that used for the purpose of explaining that not only log useful for generating EA model, but also it can add new dimension of the EA model by further analysis the model. The log structure is illustrated in the Figure 4.2.
4.1.4 Log Guideline

We also propose a simple event log creation guideline. The guideline consists of four steps: "Identify a business model", "Identify Activities, Key, and Workflow", "Identify Traces and Events", and "Collecting relevant attributes and create a log" (Fig.4.3). Each step is further explained in the following sections.

4.1.4.1 Identify Business Model

In a big enterprise we can find multiple business models that the enterprise does, for example Amazon has multiple business models, such as Amazon Marketplace, Amazon Books, Amazon Web Services, Amazon Gaming, Amazon Music and Videos, Amazon Prime, Amazon Fire Products [15]. In this step we need to identify which business model that we want to observe its architecture.

4.1.4.2 Identify Activities, Key, and Workflow

After we identify which business model that we want to focused on, the next step is we need identify activities of that business model. For example, in a typical e-commerce business model it is consists of activities: browse and place order, payment, shipment, after sales [34]. After that we need to identify the key to link between those activities. Next, we need to determine the workflow of those activities, which are the starting and end points, and sequence of the flow. The workflow itself might be consists of combination of activities and its variation can be differ from one workflow to others.

4.1.4.3 Identify Traces and Events

The next step is identification of cases and events. Continuing from the previous step, each workflow might be differ from one to another, thus each workflow sequence is recorded as a Trace. And the activity that we discussed in the previous step is recorded as an Event. Events may have arbitrary numbers to distinguish each from another. In Traces we used Key as a unique identifier to group Events.

4.1.4.4 Collecting relevant fields and create a log

The final step is collecting relevant fields and create a log. In collecting fields there are multiple fields and data sources that are available depending on the data source’s media and format. In the e-commerce system we can have multiple system, for example a website that save its data in database, while a third party payment system might provide the enterprise with a csv file and shipping company with APIs and an internal finance system save its data.
within ERP system. There are variety of options of data sources and fields. The technicality of how to identify and to extract beyond the scope of this study. The guideline only emphasise which fields that we want to observe and save those fields into a log as attributes of an event. The attributes might be a name of the event’s system, which user access the event, what time does the event occurs.

4.2. EA mining conversion method

In an example of a typical e-commerce system, which consists of web-portal, payment, logistic, and financial system. In order to complete one order from a customer, the e-commerce system need multiple systems. The order will flow through the system from placing the order, payment, product shipment, and bookkeeping the sale. This workflow can be captured using process mining control-flow perspective algorithm. The control-flow perspective enabled a user to discover the behaviour of processes through the workflow. Although the workflow emphasise the process (in the previous example of e-commerce, the order) but the order itself not only contain the order information but also other information, such as activity to describe the event name, resource who executes the event, time the event conducted, and measurement of the event (response time, completion time). Hence, this information can be used to describe the every components that related to the workflow, such as systems, and stakeholders. Based from those idea, we propose EA mining, steps to process an event log to produce an EA model. EA mining consists of three algorithms, business process discovery, workflow related elements discovery, and EA analysis functions. Business process discovery is an algorithm to discover workflow in a log in order to observe business process behaviour within an enterprise. Workflow related elements discovery is an algorithm to discover elements that related to the workflow, lastly EA analysis functions is an algorithm to analysis event measurement.

The EA mining is executed in the sequential order, first of all is business process discovery, the core algorithms of the EA mining, since we need to discover a workflow first before discovering surrounding elements that attached to the workflow. Next step is workflow related elements discovery, to discover elements that related to the workflow. Lastly, EA analysis function to analyse measurement of the workflow. The illustration of these steps can be seen at Fig.4.4.

![Figure 4.4: EA mining algorithms overview](image-url)
4. EA mining

4.2.1 EA mining definition

4.2.1.1 Step 1: Business Process Discovery

Process mining has multiple perspectives to analyse the behaviour of processes in systems. One of the perspectives is the control-flow perspective, with goals to find a good characterisation of all possible paths of processes. Usually, this perspective is expressed in terms of a Petri net or other notation (e.g., BPMN, UML activity diagram) [36]. In this research, we want to incorporate one of the control-flow perspective algorithms to discover business processes that resides in logs of systems of an enterprise. We called this mechanism as business process discovery algorithm, to discover business processes that resides in logs, that enable us to observe business process behaviour of systems. This algorithm will be the backbone of our EA mining and as a foundation for extending other EA mining algorithms. We used heuristic miner (Definition.10) as a baseline for the algorithm, and the algorithm result limited to Archimate. We chose Heuristic miner since it is enable us to discover processes and its concurrencies and also its capabilities to deal with noise (low frequency activities) and infrequent/incomplete activities.

Heuristic miner produces dependency graph (Definition.15) as its process model [44], the dependency graph represents all the dependencies found in the log. Fig.4.6 is an example of dependency graph that resulted from a heuristic miner processing. As can be seen at the figure, it has rectangle to represent an activity with its frequency occurrences, the arc represent dependency path between activities, the arc also has label that represent dependency factor and its frequency. We proposed the conversion pattern in the literature study chapter (Section.2.2.4) and the result of business process discovery algorithm is similar to the dependency graph, and instead of rectangle as an activity, we substitute it with business process element, and we convert arcs to serving relationship. Example of the converted graph can be seen at Fig.4.7.
Definition 15 (Dependency Graph [4]). Given a set of activities $V$ and a log of executions $L$ of the same process, a directed graph $G_{VL}$ is a dependency graph if there exists a path from activity $u$ to activity $v$ in $G_{VL}$ if and only if $v$ depends on $u$.

The input for this algorithm is the log structure (Section 4.1.1), which complies to the definition of simple event log (Definition 4). The simple event log is subset of the log structure, since the input for this algorithm focuses only on activity name of events. Thus we defined business process discovery as follows:

Definition 16 (Business Process Discovery). Let $L$ be an event log over activities of $T$, with trace of $\sigma$.

Step 1. Identify activities in the log
$T_L = \{ t \in T | \exists \sigma \in L, t \in \sigma \}$.

The first step of the algorithm is to identify activities in the event log. Assuming that we have an event log of $L_4 = [(a, c, d)^{15}, (b, c, d)^{12}, (a, c, e)^{38}, (b, c, e)^{22}], (a, c, d)$ is a trace, while “a” in $(a, c, d)$ denotes an activity (attribute) of an event. By applying the step 1, activities will be $T_L = (a, b, c, d, e)$.

Step 2. Constructing activities sequences
In step 2, the algorithm will produce activities sequences of a trace in the event log, using the following sub-step:

a. $a \succ_L b$ iff there is a trace $\sigma = t_1t_2t_3...t_n$ and $i \in \{1, ..., n - 1\}$ such that $\sigma \in L$ and $t_i = a$ and $t_{i+1} = b$,

b. $a \rightarrow_L b$ iff $a \succ_L b$ and $b \nRightarrow_L a$,

c. $a \Rightarrow_L b$ iff $a \nRightarrow_L b$ and $b \nRightarrow_L a$,

d. $a ||L b$ iff $a \nRightarrow_L b$ and $b \nRightarrow_L a$.

By applying Step 2a, the algorithm will determine which activities appeared in sequence, for example of $L_4$, it will produce $(a \succ_L c, c \succ_L d, b \succ_L c, c \succ_L e, e \succ_L c, c \succ_L e)$. $a \succ_L c$ denotes that activity $c$ will follow activity $a$. Relation $\rightarrow_L$ denotes a direct dependency relation, using the definition of Step 2b, we identified direct dependency relationship between activities. Relation $||L$ denotes concurrent behaviour, or potential parallelism between activities. We used Step 2d, to identify this behaviour. While $\Rightarrow_L$ denotes two activities never follow each other directly. The summarization of all behaviour activities of $L_4$ can be seen at Table 4.2.
Step 3: Create a frequency matrix
We count occurrences for each sequence of activities $a \rightarrow b$ and produce a frequency matrix. An example of the matrix of $L_4$ can be seen at Table 4.3.

Step 4: Create a dependency matrix
Using formulation of $a \Rightarrow b = \frac{|a \geq b| - |b \geq a|}{|a \geq b| + |b \geq a| + 1}$ (Definition 11), we can generate dependency matrix of each activities, the dependency matrix for $L_4$ can be seen at Table 4.4.

Step 5: Create a result matrix
To simplify the result of the algorithm, we combine all the information from step 2-4 and produce a matrix that consists of sequence of activities with columns source and target, with its frequency and dependency factor. Table 4.5 is an example of result table using the log of $L_4$ and if the result converted into a converted dependency graph it becomes Fig 4.8.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>a</th>
<th>b</th>
<th>c</th>
<th>d</th>
<th>e</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>#</td>
<td>#</td>
<td>→</td>
<td>#</td>
<td>#</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>a</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>83</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>b</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>64</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>c</td>
<td>←</td>
<td>←</td>
<td>#</td>
<td>→</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>d</td>
<td>→</td>
<td>→</td>
<td>#</td>
<td>→</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>e</td>
<td>#</td>
<td>#</td>
<td>→</td>
<td>#</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4.2: Footprint of $L_4$

Table 4.3: Frequency matrix of $L_4$

Table 4.4: Dependency matrix of $L_4$

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>source</th>
<th>target</th>
<th>frequency</th>
<th>dependency</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>a</td>
<td>c</td>
<td>83</td>
<td>0.99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>b</td>
<td>c</td>
<td>64</td>
<td>0.98</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>c</td>
<td>d</td>
<td>87</td>
<td>0.99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>c</td>
<td>e</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>0.98</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4.5: Finalise table $L_4$

Figure 4.8: EA model conversion of $L_4$

4.2.1.2 Step 2: Workflow related elements discovery
Organisational perspective in process mining is a mechanism to discover the hidden information regarding resources in a log, which actors (i.e. people, system, roles, and departments) are involved and relationships between them. Van Der Aalst and Song [39] able to derived interaction between people when executing activities in event logs and generate sociograms. They propose matrices to derive the sociograms. One of the metric that relate to our study is metric based on joint activities. In the metric, it shows which activities that an individual does in event logs. Using assumptions that people doing similar activities have stronger relationship than people doing completely different activities, and using the assumption to
4.2. EA mining conversion method

discover the quality of relationships based on how often people do the same activity. Using the metric we proposed the workflow related elements discovery, to identify people that responsible to execute an event. People can be translate in Archimate into business actor, event to business process. To relate between those two elements Archimate provides assignment, serving, triggering, flow, and association [18, p.125]. However to simplify the research we chose assignment to represent a responsibility of an entity to conduct a certain task. In addition, although the metric originally focuses on the relationship between activities and performer (people that executes the activities), however we think that the metric can also be used to check the relationship between systems and activities. Reasoning behind this simply not only people that can execute a task, it also possible that certain roles execute the task, or systems that execute the task. Thus, we broad our definition of performer into an actor (i.e. people, system, roles, and departments). Thus, in the end the metric not only limited to people but also to systems or business roles. System can be represented in Archimate as active structure elements such as application component, or system software. Since we want to limit our research we only focus on application layer. Hence, the system is represented as application component. Archimate provides realization, serving, triggering, flow, and association to relate between application components and business process [18, p.126]. And we chose serving to represent a system that serves business process by conducting certain task. Overall, the algorithm will produce business actor with assignment to business process and application component to serve a business process.

Definition 17 (Metrics Based on Joint Activities [39]).

Let $L$ be a log. For $p_i \in P$, $a_i \in A$, and $c = \{c_0, c_1, \ldots\} \in L$:

1. $p_i \Delta_a a_1 = \sum_{0 \leq i \leq |L|} 1 \quad \text{if} \; \pi_a(c_i) = a_1 \wedge \pi_p(c_i) = p_i$
   \[0 \quad \text{otherwise} \]

2. $p_i \Delta_L a_1 = \sum_{c \in L} \sum_{1} a_1 = \sum_{c \in L} p_1 \Delta_a a_1$

Note that $\Delta$ denotes a matrix with rows $P$ and columns $A$. While $A$ is a set of activities (i.e., atomic workflow/process objects), $P$ is set of actors (i.e. people, system, roles, and departments), and $C$ are cases or traces. Moreover, $\pi_a(c) = a$, and $\pi_p(c) = p$ denotes an operation of some event $e = (a, p)$. In (1) it means that in each case of the log, it flag 1 for a case that an actor executes activities and 0 if not. In (2) denotes that combining all flag that has been calculated previously in (1). Using the metric we can identify which person or system that responsible to conduct certain service to which activity and we can also quantify it, to see how frequent that interaction occurs. Table 4.6 is an example of the metric with actor as a person.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Actor</th>
<th>Activity A</th>
<th>Activity B</th>
<th>Activity C</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Peter</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Quagmire</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cleaveland</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Joe</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

4.2.1.3 Step 3: Analysis Function

The last step of EA mining is to conduct analysis function of an EA model. The objective of this step is to prove that event log not only contain necessary information related to general overview of systems in an enterprise, but it can also contain necessary information that can be used for analysis. To achieve this task, in this step we used simple mathematical operations, such as summation, mean, minimum and maximum to analyse Response Time attribute of an event.
**Definition 18 (Analysis function).**

Let $\mathcal{L}$ be an event log. $\mathcal{E}$ is set events in the log. $\#_{\text{activity}}(e)$ be an activity associated to the event $e$ and $\#_{\text{respTime}}(e)$ is a response time that associated to the event $e$. $\text{ACT} = \{act_1, act_2, ..., act_m\}$ is a set activities of the log. $\text{RPA}_i = \{rpa_{i1}, rpa_{i2}, ..., rpa_{im}\}$ is a set of ResponseTime of an activity $i$. $\forall act_i \in \text{ACT}$ and $\forall rpa_{ij} \in \text{RPA}_i$, hence:

**Summation**

$$\text{sum}_{\text{rpa}_i} = \sum_{j=1}^{n} rpa_{ij}$$

**Mean**

$$\text{mean}_{\text{rpa}_i} = \frac{\text{sum}_{\text{rpa}_i}}{n}$$

**Minimum**

$$\text{min}_{\text{rpa}_i} = \min\{rpa_{ij}\}_{j=1}^{n}$$

**Maximum**

$$\text{max}_{\text{rpa}_i} = \max\{rpa_{ij}\}_{j=1}^{n}$$
Implementation

This chapter will discuss about code implementations of the EA mining definitions. First, we will talk about the implementation mapping from EA mining definition to algorithms, next we talk about categorisation of algorithms, algorithms that were used from definition and algorithms that used for prototyping. After that we will discuss in detail of each algorithms. Next, we will talk about Archi, its metamodel, and the algorithms that were used to create Archi files. Lastly, we will discuss the prototype of the implementation, its user interface, and its workflows.

5.1. Code Implementations
After we defined the EA mining definitions (Section 4.2.1) we can implement the algorithms. Each of the definitions will be implemented into separate algorithms. However, for workflow related element discovery we split the algorithms into two parts, one for the business actor and the other for application component. We also defined supporting algorithms that useful for prototyping the implementation. The implementation procedures can be seen at Fig. 5.1, we colour coded the figure into three categories. The green ones are to identify definitions.
(Section 4.2.1), the purple ones are the implementation of the definition. Lastly, the orange ones are for supporting algorithms. Each of the algorithms will be discussed in detail in the following sections.

5.1.1 Business Process Discovery Algorithm

5.1.1.1 Read log file algorithm

Algorithm 1 Read log file

1: procedure ReadLogFile(logPath)
2: parser = TextParser(logPath)
3: while parser is not at the end of the file do
4: arrFields = read current fields from parser
5: data = new row of logData
6: data.Id = arrFields[0]
7: data.Activity = arrFields[2]
8: insert data into logData
9: return logData

The first implementation of the business process discovery algorithm is to read the data from a log file. The ReadLogFile algorithm (algorithm 1) requires the logPath, Microsoft Windows path, that directed to the location of the log file. This algorithm produces a logData, a table that structured refers to the metamodel of the log file (Fig. 4.2). The table consists of TraceId that cluster events based on case, EventId unique identifier of an event, Activity the name of an activity, Resource a person who executes an activity, Timestamp the time that an activity executed, AppService the application service of that accommodates an activity,AppName an application name that facilitates an activity. In the beginning, the algorithm creates a text parser to read the log file, since the file is structured as a csv file then the parser needs to consider the delimiter of the file, in this implementation we used ""," (comma-delimiter). After that, the parser will loop for each line of the file and put it on the arrField array of the string data type. The next step, the algorithm will insert each array fields as a new row of the table logData. The fields that needed for the algorithm only TraceId and Activity. Finally, the ReadLogFile algorithm will return logData.

5.1.1.2 Business Process Discovery Algorithm

In the business process discovery algorithm (algorithm 2), first of all, the algorithm reads the log file using ReadLogFile algorithm (algorithm 1) and produces logData table, currently the log data table consists only TraceId and Activity. Next, the algorithm creates sequence of processes and occurrences of each sequences. The algorithm reads each row of logData and identify cluster for each Trace/Case using TraceId. In step.10 and 11 the algorithm will identify id for a new cluster and the beginning activity for each clusters (actA). If the \( \text{id} = \text{row.id} \) means that current row still in the same cluster, then the algorithm will get the next activity (actB) and create a key of \( \text{actA} \rightarrow \text{actB} \) to identify sequence of process (step.15). After that, in step.16 the algorithm will check to a dictionary, whether the key has already existed in the dictionary. if it existed, then save the occurrence, if not existed then create the dictionary (if the dictionary has not been initialised before) and add new entry in the dictionary with key and initial occurrence. The loop process continue until all the records in the logData exhausted.

In the next block of code, the algorithm will create a frequency table. Looping all records in the dictionary that were created before. In this block of code, the algorithm will save the current dictionary entry into dictItem (step.25) and create a new row for an entry into result table. The result row consists of source, source of an activity. Target, target of an activity. Frequency, occurrences of each sequence of processes. And dependency, dependency value between sequence of processes. Since, the dictionary consists of key and value, key is
"actA \rightarrow actB" and value is total occurrences of each sequence of processes. Thus, the key will be split into \textit{rowResult.source} (step.27) and \textit{rowResult.target} (step.27). Lastly, frequency will be populated with value/total occurrences of each sequence of processes.

\begin{algorithm}
\caption{Business Process Discovery}
\begin{algorithmic}[1]
\Procedure{BusinessProcessDiscovery}{logPath}
\State logData = ReadLogFile(logPath)
\EndProcedure
\end{algorithmic}
\end{algorithm}

In the last block of code, the algorithm will calculate the dependency between sequence of processes. Using the formulation that described in definition.11 $a \Rightarrow b = (|a \geq b| - |a < b|) / (|a \geq b| + |b \geq a| + 1)$, we can calculate the dependency between two sequence of processes. First of all, the algorithm will loop the result table and put the current row into \textit{rowResult}. Next, the algorithm will get the invert sequence in the \textit{invertRow}, it means if the current sequence is $a >_L b$ then the
invertRow will be \( b >_1 a \). In step 37 we can get the dependency factor between sequence of processes using the formulation that we mentioned before. Lastly, we update the result table with the new dependency factor that we got before. In the end, we can successfully generate the result table based on the definition.

### 5.1.2 Workflow Related Elements Discovery Algorithm

In this algorithms, first of all, we read information of log data (Algorithm 1). And we grouping the data based on activity and login (Algorithm 3) or activity and application name (algorithm ref 4) and we count total grouping. The result of grouping will be looped and populate new result row. It will fill source as the origin of element with login/application name and target with activity. It also populate frequency as total count of grouping and put 0 as default number of dependency. We will not use dependency for this algorithm and the reason we keep populating it because we want to minimise creating new data schema and we want to reuse previous data schema, as mentioned in Algorithm 2.

**Algorithm 3** Workflow related elements discovery (for Business Actor)

```java
1: procedure WorkflowRelatedElements(logPath)
2:   logData = ReadLogFile(logPath)
3:   var tmpResult = group by Activity, login and select Activity, login, count
4:   while this is not the end of tmpResult do
5:     rowTmp = current row
6:     newResultRow.source = rowTmp.login
7:     newResultRow.target = rowTmp.Activity
8:     newResultRow.freq = count
9:     newResultRow.depResult = 0
10:    insert newResultRow to resultTable
11:   go to the next row
12:
13:   return resultTable
```

**Algorithm 4** Workflow related elements discovery (for Application Component)

```java
1: procedure WorkflowRelatedElements(logPath)
2:   logData = ReadLogFile(logPath)
3:   var tmpResult = group by Activity, AppName and select Activity, AppName, count
4:   while this is not the end of tmpResult do
5:     rowTmp = current row
6:     newResultRow.source = rowTmp.AppName
7:     newResultRow.target = rowTmp.Activity
8:     newResultRow.freq = count
9:     newResultRow.depResult = 0
10:    insert newResultRow to resultTable
11:   go to the next row
12:
13:   return resultTable
```

### 5.1.3 EA Analysis Functions Algorithm

```csharp
public static void CalculateResponseTime(string logPath, ref ElementTable eTable) {
    List<SimpleData> datas = LogService.GetDataList(logPath);
    var calcTable = datas.GroupBy(g => g.Activity)
        .Select(s => new {
            Activity = s.Key, calc = String.Format("\r\nAvgR={0}, MinR=\{1\}, MaxR=\{2\}, SumR=\{3\},\n\r\nMin(p => p.ResponseTime), s.Key, s.Min(p => p.ResponseTime), s.Max(p => p.ResponseTime), s.Sum(p => p.ResponseTime))
        });
    eTable.ElementRows.ForEach(eT => eT.ElementAlias =
```
calcTable.FirstOrDefault(cT => cT.Activity == eT.Element).calc;)

First of all, this algorithm need logPath to get the log and the data from the log is inputted to list of SimpleData (Algorithm.1). From the list of SimpleData class the algorithm will calculate summation, mean, minimum, and maximum of ResponseTime categorised based on activity. Next, the analysis function result will be presented into a string and will be updated into the element table, field ElementAlias. The alias will be used in the Archi conversion to add information of the element.

5.2. Archi File Generation

In the following sections we will discuss about the implementation of Archi file generation, as the name suggested the objective of these sections are to produce an Archi file. Archi is open-source modelling tools for Archimate. We first discuss how Archi is structured, and then we talked about the generation process.

5.2.1 Archi Metamodel

In order to create an automated conversion, we used the the low level structured of the Archi file. It is represent as an xml file. Thus, in creating the EA model using Archi is same as generating an xml file with bounded to rules and structured that is defined by Archi. Hence, what is the metamodel of Archi? Archi structured as follows, it has the root element of model and it consists of attributes of name, the name of the model. id, unique identification in global unique identifier (GUID), version, the archi version, and lastly sequence of elements of folder. Each folders represents a layer in Archimate that denotes in type, and name attribute. it also has id, in GUID. Each folders consists of zero to many elements. It has attributes of name, name of the element, id, and source and target. Source and target is used to describe Archimate's relationships. From which element (source) to what element (target). Each elements also may or may not include child, usually a child is used to define view in the Archi. A child consists of id, targetConnections, archimateElement. A targetConnections is to create connectivity between sourceConnection to the child, while an archimateElement represents which Archimate Element that the child is. A child also has bounds, a bound represent location of the child in x and y. The width and the height of the child. Lastly the child has sourceConnections, that represent connectivity between the child to other children. The sourceConnection consists of id, source, target, archimateRelationship. A target depicts connections from other children to the child, and target from the child to other children. Lastly, which archimateRelationship that used to describe relationship between the child to other children. The metamodel can be seen at Fig.5.3.

Figure 5.2: Simple Archi xml

Moreover, in Fig.5.2 is an example of xml that used by Archi. This xml depicts the EA model of two Archimate relationship of Business Actor and Business Process, with an Assignment relationship. As can be seen at the figure, each folder represents Archimate’s layer, each
layer has elements that describe Archimate’s elements. The folder also describes the relationships and views that used in the model. In addition, the xml also describes how to define a view and how to positioning elements, size of each element, source and target connectivity between elements.

![Figure 5.3: Archi metamodel](image)

### 5.2.2 Generate Relationships and Elements Table

After we understand how Archi works, the next step that necessary to generate automated EA model is to produce a relationship table and elements table. As described previously at the end of the business process discovery algorithm (Algorithm 2) or identification of two elements (Algorithm 3/4) we have result table, which consists of source, target, frequency, and dependency. Both source and target in the context of business process discovery is a sequence of business processes. Frequency is total occurrences of a sequence of processes, while dependency defines how dependent relationship between processes.

The usage of relationships and elements table is to ease the conversion process, since the Archi dependent on GUID elements to identify its elements, then one of the purpose of this table generation is to incorporate GUID variables before conversion process. In a relationship table we have source, target, relationship, frequency, dependency, GUID_relationship, and GUID_Connection. As can be seen at Fig 5.4, the relationship table basically extension of result table, with additional attributes. A Relationship defines which archimate relationship
of source and target. Both GUID_relationship, and GUID_connection is to facilitate Archi xml as we discussed previously in Archi Metamodel. While an element table, we have elements, type, xPos, yPos, position, GUID_element, and GUID_diagram. Elements is an archimate element. Type defines which archimate element that the element is. An xPos and yPos is to identify location of the element in the view. Position defines the starting and ending position of the elements. Lastly, the GUIDs are used to ease the conversion process.

Algorithm 5 Generate Relationship Table

1: procedure GenerateRelationshipTable(resultTable)
2:     while this is not the end of result table do
3:         rowResult = current row
4:         newRelationshipRow.source = rowResult.source
5:         newRelationshipRow.target = rowResult.target
6:         newRelationshipRow.relationship = "Triggering"/"Serving"/"Assignement"
7:         newRelationshipRow.freq = rowResult.freq
8:         newRelationshipRow.depResult = rowResult.dep
9:         newRelationshipRow.guidRelationship = new guid()
10:        newRelationshipRow.guidConnection = new guid()
11:        insert newRelationshipRow to relationshipTable
12:        goto the next row
13:    return relationshipTable

Table: relationships table

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>source</th>
<th>target</th>
<th>relationship</th>
<th>freq</th>
<th>dep</th>
<th>guid_relationship</th>
<th>guid_connection</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A</td>
<td>B</td>
<td>serving</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.99</td>
<td>GUID-example-2</td>
<td>GUID-example-8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A</td>
<td>C</td>
<td>serving</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0.98</td>
<td>GUID-example-3</td>
<td>GUID-example-9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B</td>
<td>D</td>
<td>serving</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>0.97</td>
<td>GUID-example-4</td>
<td>GUID-example-10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C</td>
<td>D</td>
<td>serving</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>0.96</td>
<td>GUID-example-5</td>
<td>GUID-example-11</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table: elements table

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>element</th>
<th>type</th>
<th>xPos</th>
<th>yPos</th>
<th>position</th>
<th>guid_element</th>
<th>guid_diagram</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A</td>
<td>business actor</td>
<td>DAG-xPos</td>
<td>DAG-yPos</td>
<td>Start</td>
<td>GUID-example-13</td>
<td>GUID-example-14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B</td>
<td>business actor</td>
<td>DAG-xPos</td>
<td>DAG-yPos</td>
<td>End</td>
<td>GUID-example-16</td>
<td>GUID-example-17</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 5.4: Fragment of relationships and elements table

In generating relationship algorithm (Algorithm.5), we populated rows from result table into relationship table, the algorithm loop all rows in the result table and create new relationship row, the process simply move all fields into corresponding fields of relationship row. It populates columns: source, target, frequency, and dependency. The process also put hard-coded value of "Triggering" (for business process discovery), "Serving" (for Workflow related elements discovery (for Application Component)), "Assignment" (for Workflow related elements discovery (for Business Actor)) into the relationship field, and instantiate guid value for guid_relationship and guid_connection. Illustration for this process can be seen at Fig.5.4.

In generate element algorithm, as illustrated in Fig.5.4. We created a dictionary that consists of key and value pair, to accommodate unique list of entries. First of all, the algorithm will loop all rows in the result table and check whether source/target as an element already exists in the dictionary. If it is not exists then source/target will become new entry of the dictionary. The algorithm will create new element row, and populate its field with source/target as element field, hard-code "Business Process" (for business process discovery), "Application Component" (for Workflow related elements discovery (for Application Component)), "Business Actor" (for Workflow related elements discovery (for Business Actor)) to denotes that this element is business process elements. Next, this algorithm will check whether this element
is start/end element based on whether there is any preceding or following elements. After that, the algorithm will populate element table based on all entries from dictionary, it will populate element based on source/target. Type as “Business Process” an X-position and y-position is 0, since we put default value 0 as axis coordinate. Position to determine whether the element is starting or ending element, Lastly guid value for Archi conversion.

Algorithm 6 Generate Element Table

1: procedure GenerateElementTable(resultTable) 
2:     dictElements = create new dictionary which consists of key and value 
3:     while this is not the end of result table do 
4:         rowResult = current row 
5:         if dictElements.exists(rowResult.source) then 
6:             row = new elementRow() 
7:             row.Element = rowResult.source 
8:             row.Type = “Business Process”/“Business Actor”/“Application Component” 
9:             if count(resultTable where resultTable.target = rowResult.source) then 
10:                row.Position = “Start” 
11:                dictElements.add(rowResult.source, row) 
12:         if dictElements.exists(rowResult.target) then 
13:             row = new elementRow() 
14:             row.Element = rowResult.target 
15:             row.Type = “Business Process”/“Business Actor”/“Application Component” 
16:             if count(resultTable where resultTable.source = rowResult.source) then 
17:                row.Position = “End” 
18:                dictElements.add(rowResult.source, row) 
19:         go to the next row 
20:     while this is not the end of dictElements do 
21:         entryDict = current dictionary entry 
22:         newElementRow.Element = entryDict.value.Element 
23:         newElementRow.Type = entryDict.value.Type 
24:         newElementRow.xPos = 0 
25:         newElementRow.yPos = 0 
26:         newElementRow.Position = entryDict.value.Position 
27:         newElementRow.guidElement = new guid() 
28:         newElementRow.guidDiagram = new guid() 
29:         insert newElementRow to elementTable 
30:         go to the next row 
31:     return elementTable

5.2.3 Archi File Generation

We generated an Archi file based on result of (Algorithm.2,3,4) and the result will be converted into relationship table (Algorithm.5) and element table (Algorithm.6). The Archi will take exportPath or location for export, relationship table and element table as inputs. The algorithm will create an xml file based on xsd schema (Fig.5.3). First of all, it will generate xml element of folder with element name as business to denotes business layer construct, and all elements from element table that corresponding to this layer will be populated. The same procedure also exists for application layer. Next, the algorithm will produce xml element of folder with element name as relations to cluster all relationships of relationship constructs. This algorithm will populate all information from the relationship table. Lastly, this algorithm will produce xml element of diagram, to denotes viewpoint that illustrate elements,
relationship of Archimate. Algorithm for Archi conversion can be seen at Appendix.C.

## 5.3. Prototype

In the treatment design phase, we develop all the algorithms, code implementations, and Archi file generation using Microsoft C# programming language. We develop a desktop based application with .NET Framework 4.5.2. The application has four user interfaces. First, the main user interface (Fig.5.5), it has three features: log files selection, export locations selection, and algorithms selections. Next, the application has three separate tabs, `result`, `relationship`, and `element` tabs. `Result` (Fig.5.6) is used to display the result of business process discovery algorithm (algorithm.2). `Relationship` (Fig.5.7) and Element tabs (Fig.5.8) are used to display result of generate relationship and element algorithm (algorithm.5 and 6).

The prototype processes are executed sequentially. First, it will executed business process discovery algorithm (BPD) to create a result table with an event log as an input, and it will call generate relationships table with input of the result table and produces a relationship table. Next, it will execute the generate elements table with the relationship table as an input and it produces element table as an output. After that, the element table will be calculated using analysis function. After BPD is done, the prototype then execute workflow related elements discovery (WRED) and it also used the same event log and produces a result table, next it also execute generate relationships and elements table to produce relationship and element table. After the WRED is finished, the prototype then generate the Archi file. First of all, the prototype will combine all tables from BPD and WRED and produced the combined version of result, relationship, and element tables. Then all the tables will be converted into an EA model. The illustration of this process can be seen at Fig.5.9.

---

**Figure 5.5: Main user interface**

**Figure 5.6: Result table interface**

**Figure 5.7: Relationship table interface**

**Figure 5.8: Element table interface**
Figure 5.9: Prototype processes

Acronyms on the swimlane are: Business process discovery (BPD), Workflow related elements discovery (WRED), Archi generation (AG)
This chapter will talk about the validation process that are conducted during the research, this validation used single-case mechanism to test EA mining. The validation was also conducted comparison pattern to test the conversion pattern that were used to associate a process model to an EA model. Lastly, The validation conducted performance test to test the prototype.

6.1. EA mining validation

In order to validate the research, we used a single-case mechanism experiment. The experiment is a test of a single case in which the researcher applies stimuli to the case and explains the responses in terms of mechanisms internal to the case [45]. The steps to test the log structure are: first, we tried to use the guideline (Section.4.1.4) to produce an event log based on a case study. After that we used EA mining to produced an EA model. Finally, the result of the EA model then will be compared with the perceived business process, infrastructure, and stakeholder. Steps for this workflow can be seen at Fig.6.1. The case that we used is MyShop, an imaginary e-commerce company that runs e-Shop in B2C environment. The company has business process that consists of browsing product and placing orders, order payment, order shipping, and record sales. Each activity has information regarding the order, for example in order placing there are the order number, along with products code, order date, transaction amount, receiver name, shipment address. There are also information regarding the process, for example user who access this activity, application name of the activity, process date time that the process is executed, and ResponseTime is that needed for the system executed the process. The business process can be seen at Fig.6.2 along with information that the process has.
6.1.1 Step 1: Log generation

There are four steps in the guideline, identify a business model, identify activities, key, and workflow, identify trace and events, collecting relevant attributes and create a log (Figure 4.3). Each steps of the guideline is used to generate a log that can be used for EA mining conversion. Each steps is explained in detail in the following sections.

6.1.1.1 Step 1a: Identify a business model

The business model is e-commerce B2C e-shop. It consists of key activities of browse products and place orders, payment, shipping, and record sales.

6.1.1.2 Step 1b: Identify activities, key, and workflow

In this step there are three sub-steps: to identify activities, to identify key that link those activities, and to identify workflow, how those activities interact with each other. In identification of activities, the step that needed is to look for key activities that the business model have. In the case of MyShop there are four activities: browse products and place orders, payment, shipping, and record sales. These activities also executed in sequential order, that phenomenon can be called a workflow. In some case, there might be many activities and combination of those activities can produce different workflows (see Fig. 6.4). For the purpose of this research, MyShop only have one workflow with activities that are executed in sequence. The workflow is sequential order from browse products to record sales. Lastly, each activities have a key to link between those activities in a workflow, in MyShop the key to link between activities is an order number. Illustration of this process can be seen at Figure 6.3, the red boxes show activities, the green box shows workflow, and the blue boxes show keys.

6.1.1.3 Step 1c: Identify traces and events

Traces are workflows that available within observation, in MyShop there are only one Trace with Order Number as an identifier, and Events will represented as each activities that the trace has, each events can have an arbitrary number to identify itself. In Fig. 6.3, the green box is a workflow with key (the blue boxes) as its identifies. This workflow is identified as a
trace in the log structure (Table.6.1), and each events is shown as the red boxes. Since the case did not specified the identification number for each events, thus this case is used an arbitrary number to identify each events (see Table.6.1).

6.1.1.4 Step 1d: Collecting relevant attributes and create a log

Next process that need to be done is collecting relevant attributes. Since this research already have a structure to define event log (Section.4.1.1), then to create an event log, this guideline is helping to fill the data into event log that follows the log structure. The structure have TraceId which are filled by key (Order number). EventId is filled with an arbitrary number, since MyShop did not specify identifier for each event. Next, each events has attributes
Activity, Timestamp, Login, AppName, and ResponseTime. Each attribute can be populated from MyShop data. Activity is the activity name, Timestamp is the process date, Login is Stakeholder, AppName is application name, and response time is response time of the application to execute each process. The blue boxes from Fig.6.5 is data that needed to fill an event’s attributes. Thus, after filling all the data an event log can be created (Table.6.1).

**Figure 6.5: Collecting relevant attributes**

**Table 6.1: MyShop event log**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TraceID</th>
<th>EventID</th>
<th>Activity</th>
<th>Timestamp</th>
<th>Login</th>
<th>AppName</th>
<th>Response Time</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>Browse Products and Place Orders</td>
<td>01-01-19 10:00</td>
<td>Customer</td>
<td>Shop Portal</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>Payment</td>
<td>01-01-19 13:00</td>
<td>Customer</td>
<td>Payment System</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>Shipping</td>
<td>02-01-19 08:00</td>
<td>MyShop[Logistic]</td>
<td>Logistic System</td>
<td>60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>Record Sales</td>
<td>02-01-19 13:00</td>
<td>MyShop[Sales and Finance]</td>
<td>S/4 HANA Finance</td>
<td>30</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### 6.1.2 Step 2: EA model creation

We created an EA model from the log (Table.6.1). We used the prototype that implement both definition and algorithm of EA mining. The EA model can be seen at Fig.6.6. As can be seen at the figure, there are four business processes, four application components, and three business actors. The EA mining successfully generate results of the three steps of EA mining, business process discovery that discovery sequence of processes, workflow related elements discovery that able to discover elements that related to the workflow, and lastly, EA analysis function to conduct simple analysis of EA elements.

### 6.1.3 Step 3: Model comparison

In the last step, we compared business process that we perceived in the MyShop and we also list down necessary information that related to the business processes. The business process and the information can be seen at Fig.6.2. The perceived business process is same with the EA model that created based on log (Fig.6.6). Moreover, additional information that
we gathered from the enterprise that were inputted into the log can also be extracted into relevant EA elements.

Figure 6.6: MyShop EA model

6.2. Conversion pattern validation
In the literature study, we propose conversion pattern of the dependency graph into EA elements (Section 2.2.4), this validation is used to validate the accuracy of EA mining if it is converted from a dependency graph.

6.2.1 Validation #1 - Small dataset

In this validation, we used an arbitrary dataset that consists of 71 events, 10 traces, and eight Activities. The objective of this validation was to evaluate the validity of our EA model results comparing to other process mining applications. The testing processes were: we created a dataset based on the log structure 4.2, which consists of TraceId, Activity, Resource, Timestamp, AppService, andAppName. We populated the dataset with arbitrary values from logistic processes. After that, we used our application to process the log. We also created process models using disco and promlite, then we compare the results (Fig.6.7). Since there...
were no available tools for the automated comparison, then we have to do the validation manually. From the result table that was produced from our app, we check if the sequence of processes with the same frequency and dependency also occur in other results.

Figure 6.8: EA miner result

Figure 6.9: Result table of business process discovery

Figure 6.10: Fluxicon-Disco Result

Figure 6.11: PromLite Interactive Heuristic Result

Figure 6.9 depicted the result of business process discovery algorithm (algorithm.2). And Archi conversion (Appendix.C) was shown by Fig.6.8. The result also same if compared to disco (Fig.6.10) and promlite (Fig.6.11). Each sequence of processes was same between our EA model and other applications’ models. In promlite (Fig.6.11) the dependency graph showed the dependency factor, while disco shown frequency of activities, which was also the same with our finding.
6.2.2 Validation #2 - Larger dataset

In this validation we used larger dataset. The dataset consists of 262,000 events, 13,087 cases, 36 activities, 5 users, and 5 applications. In this test we extend the dataset, the dataset already contain TraceId, EventId, Activity, Timestamp and Login. Hence, we add additional attributes (AppName, ResponseTime) to accommodate the EA mining conversion. The flow of this test are: First, we extend the existing dataset. Next, we create EA models. Since the result of algorithms is quite complex to check it manually, then we only highlight three activities for our validation. We used disco as our comparison tool and we extract relationship result from application and put it in excel to ease the comparison process, and we compare incoming and outgoing relationship with its frequency, the testing workflow can be seen at Fig.6.12. The results of this test are: all incoming and outgoing is same both of our application and disco. For example, for "A_PREACCEPTED_COMPLETE" there are two incoming and one outgoing relationship (Fig.6.14), the result is same as our application (Fig.6.14), there are one "A_PREACCEPTED_COMPLETE" in source for "Triggering" relationship and there are two in target, also the frequency produces the same result as in disco. The comparison produces same result for "O_CREATED_COMPLETE" (Fig.6.16, 6.16) and "W_Neballen Offertes-SCHEDULE" (Fig.6.18, 6.18).

---

6.3. Prototype test

In the next test, we conducted performance validation. The objective of this validation is to test the performance of the prototype. We used two real-life dataset from BPI challenges. We also converted the original dataset to csv format and add additional columns to comply with our algorithms. We put the number of events, cases, activities, users and applications in
Then we execute the implementation and we calculate the time needed for each algorithms to be executed. The time needed were recorded in unit of seconds, and the result can be seen at Table 6.2. As can be seen at the table, the number of users and application of log is not significantly increase the time needed for the execution, however the number of activities increase the time needed for executions.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Events</th>
<th>BPI 2011</th>
<th>BPI 2011-double users &amp; app</th>
<th>BPI 2012</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Cases</td>
<td>1.143</td>
<td>1.143</td>
<td>13.087</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Activities</td>
<td>624</td>
<td>624</td>
<td>36</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Users</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Applications</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alg1-Total</td>
<td>23.29</td>
<td>27.31</td>
<td>10.56</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alg2-Total(Actor)</td>
<td>24.33</td>
<td>24.14</td>
<td>9.81</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alg2-Total(App)</td>
<td>23.46</td>
<td>23.78</td>
<td>9.13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ArchiExport</td>
<td>1.83</td>
<td>1.52</td>
<td>0.17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Algorithms Total Time (seconds)</td>
<td>137.41</td>
<td>140.42</td>
<td>45.17</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In addition, we wanted to determine the linear relationship between total time that was took in order to execute a dataset. If we convert the table into scatter plot, it can be seen that time variable with other variables have linear relationship (Fig. 6.20). Then, we tested the performance test result with bi-variate correlation test. The result of the test can be seen at Fig. 6.21. As can be seen from the figure, the algorithm times are positively correlate with number of activities, users, and applications. In contrast, the algorithm times are negatively correlate with number of events and cases.
### Correlations

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Events</th>
<th>Cases</th>
<th>Activities</th>
<th>Users</th>
<th>Applications</th>
<th>Algorithms Total Time (seconds)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Events</strong></td>
<td>Pearson Correlation</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1.000**</td>
<td>-1.000**</td>
<td>-922</td>
<td>-756</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sig. (2-tailed)</td>
<td>.000</td>
<td>.000</td>
<td>.386</td>
<td>.454</td>
<td>.018</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Cases</strong></td>
<td>Pearson Correlation</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1.000**</td>
<td>-1.000**</td>
<td>-922</td>
<td>-756</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sig. (2-tailed)</td>
<td>.000</td>
<td>.000</td>
<td>.386</td>
<td>.454</td>
<td>.018</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Activities</strong></td>
<td>Pearson Correlation</td>
<td>-1.000**</td>
<td>-1.000**</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>.922</td>
<td>.756</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sig. (2-tailed)</td>
<td>.000</td>
<td>.000</td>
<td>.386</td>
<td>.454</td>
<td>.018</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Users</strong></td>
<td>Pearson Correlation</td>
<td>-922</td>
<td>-922</td>
<td>.922</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>.994</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sig. (2-tailed)</td>
<td>.386</td>
<td>.386</td>
<td>.386</td>
<td>.069</td>
<td>.368</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Applications</strong></td>
<td>Pearson Correlation</td>
<td>-756</td>
<td>-756</td>
<td>.756</td>
<td>.994</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sig. (2-tailed)</td>
<td>.454</td>
<td>.454</td>
<td>.454</td>
<td>.069</td>
<td>.437</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Algorithms Total Time (seconds)</strong></td>
<td>Pearson Correlation</td>
<td>-1.000**</td>
<td>-1.000**</td>
<td>1.000**</td>
<td>.838</td>
<td>.774</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sig. (2-tailed)</td>
<td>.018</td>
<td>.018</td>
<td>.018</td>
<td>.368</td>
<td>.437</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**. Correlation is significant at the 0.01 level (2-tailed).**

**. Correlation is significant at the 0.05 level (2-tailed).**

Figure 6.21: Prototype correlation test
Discussion and Conclusion

This chapter discusses the main finding of this research and answering the research questions. Moreover, this chapter also discusses the impact of this research that could contribute to academic and industrial practices. This chapter also discusses the validity of the test and provides suggestions for future work.

7.1. Result summary

This section answered all the research questions that were defined in Section 1.2.1, and in the end answering the main research question.

RQ1. What log structures that are able to facilitate the EA conversion?

The log structure is based on the event log, or it can be said that the structure is an extension of the event log. We based the structure on XES schema, and it is straightforward to use the schema since it is standardised and extensible. Thus the structure was derived from the schema with additional fields that serve the purpose for the EA mining. The event log has two types of data, historical data, and running data. Both can serve the same purpose of this research, the difference between these types is how up-to-date that the data can be. Since the running data is extracted from a running system and historical is from historical data. Moreover, historical data can be used to create a predictive model that can be applied to the running data. Nevertheless, both historical and running data are capable of describing the processes that occur in the enterprise, and it can also store related information to those processes, which in the end can serve the purpose of the structure and create an EA model.

Comparing to the other research in automated EA model documentation, the data source that the others used is limited to certain products or systems [9, 22, 42]. The data sources for our research can be varied and not limited to certain produce or systems since we used the event log as an intermediary between multiple data sources. This is a point that differs our research to others, and this research can be an alternative to automate an EA model. Since we did not do the comparison between our research to others transformation approaches, we can not provide the effectiveness and usability of this research comparing to other approaches. However, we can argue that the process mining not only limited to creating a process model but also with a simple adjustment it can also create architectures that the enterprise has. Thus, this research extending the current process mining research and provide prospect to combining the process observation with the enterprise architecture.

Another important point of this research is how extensive that the data gathering can be since we did not explore in-depth to the event log’s Extraction, Transformation, Loading (ETL) processes. Thus, we did not know the operability, usability, and the quality of the
data gathering. Thus, it can render our research useless, since anybody can argue that the data gathering can outweigh the transformation process. However, in our defence, there is some research that tried to solve this data gathering process [17, 31].

In addition, using the guideline, we are able to create a log, event though it is simplistic and very limited in the concrete implementation. It purposes only to provide some ground rule to create the log and how to populate the log based on the log structure that we proposed. However, we think this simple guideline can be helpful for anybody that tried to replicate our research and to create an event of their own. Furthermore, since the guideline only limited to one business process that has a workflow, what if the case if an enterprise wants to observe multiple business model that it has. In that case, we suggest that each event log produce an EA model and in the end combining all EA models into one cohesive model.

The event log can contain measurable information regarding the performance of the workflow and its surrounding elements. Using this information we can analyse the performance of the EA model more thoroughly. In this research we analyse using simple mathematical computation, the possibility to incorporate more advance techniques such as EA quantitative analysis [24] is wide open. Thus, not only our research provides a conversion mechanism but also it can be extensible to analyse the performance of an EA model, and it contributes to more robust and automated analysis.

RQ2. What are conversion methods to process logs into EA models?

In the process mining, there are multiple control-flow perspectives that usable for discovering the processes within the systems. In our research, we used heuristic miner as our representative of control-flow perspective. The heuristic miner is simple to use and has the capability to detect noise, incompleteness, and rare workflow. Although in this research we did not fully utilise the capability of noise detection and other functionalities. But the EA mining can produce the EA model that we expected. We also tested the perceived business model that an enterprise has with the reality based on the log, and the result is satisfactory. However, we perceived that if our approach is to be implemented in real life condition, there is a possibility that might be a disparity between what the enterprise perceived to what actually happens since the capability human do a repetitive task cannot be compared to the strength of a machine do things. Hence, our approach will give accurate information regarding the latest condition of the EA of the enterprise.

Another point that we need to highlight is the process model that we used as the comparison based on EA elements. We used the dependency graph to denotes the result of the process model. The graph provides a simple definition and annotation. The more complex graph such as petri-net, process tree can give detailed information regarding the flow of processes, such as join condition of a workflow. However, since the target of our research is to detect components of EA, we think it is not necessary to have a detailed version of a workflow. We also think in the future research we can simplify the spaghetti-like business process (Fig.6.13) into a more simple business process. But, we cannot eliminate the business process, since it is the core of the EA mining and the line of thinking of EA mining is within the workflows that an enterprise have.

7.2. Contributions

This section describes the contribution of this research to academic or industry practices.

• Process mining can also be extended to generate EA models

Currently process mining creates multiple process model each describes the observational result per perspective, from the most common perspective to the least one. Each process model can be varied depending on the objective that users wanted. This research provides an additional model that can be used for the purpose of observation,
instead of process model this research provides EA models. Using the basic principle of the control-flow, this research expands the perspective by adding additional perspective and collect it into one model that can describe the condition of enterprises. It also borrows the capabilities of the process mining: to discover reality using the data, to conform the user perception with reality. In the end, this research provides a new model that can be generated by so-called "EA mining" and it also adapts the features of process mining: reality discovery with conformance to user perception.

**Contribution to problem statements**

In the beginning there are three big the problem statements, which are: (1) Manual maintenance with low automation, (2) Maintenance can not cope up with enterprises’ growth (3) Ivory tower syndrome. This research can help to contribute to these problems by automating EA models generation, this will help to reduce the manual process (1) and improve the maintenance process (2). This research will also help to reduce disconnectivity between user perception and reality. This research based on the EA model generation on data, whether the data is realtime or historical. Thus, the model that is created will closely resemble the reality in practices. This will reduce the effect of the ivory tower syndrome.

**Log structure is incorporated from multiple data source**

The current automation process is limited to certain tools, and data sources [9, 22, 42]. By implementing a centralised log, it is possible to incorporate multiple data sources into a single log file. This also aligns with the nature of the event log, that needed multiple data source to generate the log. In practice, it also makes sense since a system can have interaction with other systems, to collaborate and give certain functions to help the enterprise. These systems can have their own datasource. Thus, this research gave the glimpse of this collaboration (Section 6.1) and able to provide a simple example to combine all the information into a centralised log. In the end, this research will help the enterprise to create a centralised log that can be used for mining information, especially for EA mining.

**Analyse function for EA model analysis**

In addition, event logs also extensible for adding relevant information regarding systems. This feature has enabled a user to add information that can describe the performance of the systems. This research provides a function to analysis EA models using that information. This shown the capabilities of this approach to analyse EA models with multiple analysis functions and multiple analysis measurements. This features will help users not only to generate EA models but also to identify the performance of the EA models.

**7.3. Validity**

This research test the artefact using a controlled experiment, with a use case that was specifically made for the purpose of this research. However, using other cases, for example, hospital outpatient workflow, or manufacturing process as stimuli to the artefact, more or less resulting similar output with the test that we were conducted since workflows and its information is also available to other systems and business models. Thus, more or less the single case mechanism experiment is able to produce similar output regardless of the input that was inserted.

In comparison between conversion pattern and process models that were created using process mining tools, it can be seen that there is the exact same sequence of flow with the number of frequency and dependency factor. Using this information, we can argue that the conversion pattern successfully implemented the heuristic miner algorithms that was proposed. However, the test that was conducted using manual processes. Since there are no automation tools to compare results that were produced by PM tools to EA models. The test
took a sampling of certain workflow that happens between EA models and process models, this approach was taken since the results that both tools produced were too complex.

In the validation, this research implemented EA mining and created a prototype. The prototype was developed using C#. The research also conducted a performance test to monitor the performance of the prototype against multiple real life datasets. Based on the test, there is a positive and negative correlation between the time needed to execute the prototype with the number of fields that the datasets have. However, different algorithms and code implementation can lead to different results. Thus, the result is just information about how the current prototype can fare against a certain amount of datasets, and the results can not be used as a benchmark.

7.4. Limitations and future work

There are limitations of this research. First of all, EA mining is tightly coupled with events. Thus all the information that describes the enterprise must be connected to the events. This can be problematic when we want to develop a more complex architecture. As can be seen in Archimate, all the constructs can be interconnected with each other not necessarily need to be connected to certain elements. While this research all elements must be connected to the business process. In future work, we can expand the idea of this thesis and create a log that is not bounded to an event, thus removing this limitation and create a new possibility to produce EA models that more complex and complete.

This research used one validation mechanism, which is the single-case mechanism experiment. This experiment is very limited, and all variables were controlled. In the future, we need to test this research with more test such as Technical Action Research [45], introducing users to the artefact or UTAUT model, predicting the acceptance of the artefact to industrial practices. Thus, by adding more test we can collect more data, and the artefact can be further improved. In the end, it can be published for industrial practices and helps the practitioner to maintain EA model automatically.

Another limitation of this research was, we did not measure the time and cost to obtain the log. Is the expense can outweight the benefit. In addition, what is the efficient method to obtain the log from multiple data sources. All of these questions need separate research to determine whether this research can be an alternative solution to automated EA modelling documentation.

This research also has a limitation in processing a log. Each log is a representation of one business model. Thus, if an enterprise has more than one business model it needs more than one log depending on how much that the business models are. This research only able to process a log at a time, thus when there are multiple logs, then there are multiple EA models. Hence, to obtain the complete overview of the enterprise we need to combine all the models. In future work, this limitation needs to be solved, and it needs a new mechanism to accept multiple logs and create a single cohesive EA model.


Automated EA documentation fields mapping

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Context</th>
<th>Source (Fields)</th>
<th>Target (Archimate’s Elements)</th>
<th>Layer</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Network monitoring [22]</td>
<td>User Account</td>
<td>Business Actor</td>
<td>Business</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Network monitoring [22]</td>
<td>Application protocol</td>
<td>Infrastructure interface</td>
<td>Technology</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Network monitoring [22]</td>
<td>Application server</td>
<td>System software (end-point)</td>
<td>Technology</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Network monitoring [22]</td>
<td>Application Client</td>
<td>Application component</td>
<td>Technology</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Network monitoring [22]</td>
<td>Operating System</td>
<td>System software (OS)</td>
<td>Technology</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Network monitoring [22]</td>
<td>IP, MAC Address</td>
<td>Device</td>
<td>Technology</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Network monitoring [22]</td>
<td>A range of IP address</td>
<td>Network</td>
<td>Technology</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ESB [9]</td>
<td>data type</td>
<td>Business Object</td>
<td>Business</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ESB [9]</td>
<td>adapter</td>
<td>Representation</td>
<td>Business</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ESB [9]</td>
<td>data type</td>
<td>Data Object</td>
<td>Application</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ESB [9]</td>
<td>enterprise service interface</td>
<td>Application Interface</td>
<td>Application</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ESB [9]</td>
<td>software component, software product</td>
<td>Application Component</td>
<td>Application</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ESB [9]</td>
<td>software configuration</td>
<td>Application Collaboration</td>
<td>Application</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ESB [9]</td>
<td>computer system</td>
<td>Node</td>
<td>Technology</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ESB [9]</td>
<td>system landscape directory</td>
<td>System Software</td>
<td>Technology</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ESB [9]</td>
<td>outbound and inbound interface</td>
<td>Communication Path</td>
<td>Technology</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
### Process discovery algorithms based on literature review

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type</th>
<th>Algorithm</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Control Flow</td>
<td>Alpha Miner [32, 36]</td>
<td>One of the first algorithm to detect concurrency, enable to generate process models.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Control Flow</td>
<td>Fuzzy Miner [8, 29, 30, 32]</td>
<td>Enable to generate process models from unstructured behaviours and huge number of activities.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Control Flow</td>
<td>Genetic Miner [26, 32, 36]</td>
<td>Generate process models using evolutionary approach.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Control Flow</td>
<td>Heuristics Miner [30, 32, 36, 40]</td>
<td>Create process models with consideration of frequencies of events and sequences and able to deal with noise and incompleteness.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Control Flow</td>
<td>Inductive Miner [26, 32, 36]</td>
<td>Highly extensible and able to handle infrequent behaviour and deal with huge models and log.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Control Flow</td>
<td>Region-Based Miner [36]</td>
<td>Synthesis of state-based regions and language-based region, resulting ability to generate process models from a transition system or a prefix-closed language.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Control Flow</td>
<td>Trace Clustering [30, 32]</td>
<td>Enable partitioning of the event logs to generate simpler and more structured process models.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Organisational</td>
<td>Organizational Miner [8, 36]</td>
<td>Deriving the organisational model from event logs.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Organisational</td>
<td>Resource behavior [36]</td>
<td>Correlating activities, organisational entities, and resources to gain insight about resource behaviour.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Organisational</td>
<td>Role Hierarchy Miner [29]</td>
<td>Extract information of resources that performing certain activities.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Organisational</td>
<td>Social Network Miner [8, 29, 30, 32, 36, 40]</td>
<td>Extract interpersonal relationship between originators.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Data / Case, Performance / Time</td>
<td>Dotted chart [8, 29, 30, 36]</td>
<td>Representation of Events using dotted chart and express the data's attributes in two dimensional plane.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
public static void Export(String exportPath, RelationshipTable rTable, ElementTable eTable, bool isAlg3Enabled)
{
    String filename = exportPath + String.Format("/EA_MODEL_{0}.archimate", DateTime.Now.ToString("yyyyMMdd_HHmm"));

    folder[] folds = new folder[] { }
    folder fold = new folder();
    folderElement[] elements = new folderElement[] { }
    folderElement element = new folderElement();
    folderElementChild[] children = new folderElementChild[] { }
    folderElementChild child = new folderElementChild();
    folderElementChildBounds bound = new folderElementChildBounds();
    folderElementChildSourceConnection[] connections = new folderElementChildSourceConnection[] { }
    folderElementChildSourceConnection connection = new folderElementChildSourceConnection();

    // +++ BUSINESS LAYERS +++
    // registering business process
    elements = new folderElement[] { }; // ...}
    int i = 0;
    foreach (var item in businessElements)
    {
        element = new folderElement();
        element.id = item.GUID_Element;
        element.name = item.ElementAlias;
        element.type = TypeConversion(item.Type);
        elements[i] = element;
        i++;
    }

    // add business actor to folder
    fold = new folder();
    fold.id = Guid.NewGuid().ToString();
    fold.name = "Business";
    fold.type = "business";
    fold.element = elements;
    Array.Resize(ref folds, folds.Length + 1);
    folds[folds.Length - 1] = fold;

    // +++ APPLICATIONS LAYERS +++
    elements = new folderElement[] { }
    var appElements = eTable.ElementRows.Where(w => w.Type.Contains("Application ")).Select(s => s);
    Array.Resize(ref elements, appElements.Count());
    i = 0;
    foreach (var item in appElements)
    {
        element = new folderElement();
        element.id = item.GUID_Element;
        element.name = item.Element;
        element.type = TypeConversion(item.Type);
        elements[i] = element;
        i++;
    }

    // add business actor to folder
}
fold = new folder();
fold.id = Guid.NewGuid().ToString();
fold.name = "Application";
fold.type = "application";
fold.element = elements;
Array.Resize(ref folds, folds.Length + 1);
folds[folds.Length - 1] = fold;

// +++ RELATIONSHIP +++
Dictionary<String, String> relationships = new Dictionary<string, string>();

// registering business process
elements = new folderElement[] { }; Array.Resize(ref elements, rTable.RelationshipRows.Count);
i = 0;
foreach (var item in rTable.RelationshipRows)
{
    element = new folderElement();
element.id = item.GUID_Relationship;
    if (item.Frequency > 0 | item.Dependency > 0.0)
    {
        element.name = item.Frequency + " + " + item.Dependency;
    }
    element.type = TypeConversion(item.Relationship);
    element.source = FindGuid(item.Source, eTable);
    element.target = FindGuid(item.Target, eTable);
elements[i] = element;
i++;
}

// add relationship to folder
fold = new folder();
fold.id = Guid.NewGuid().ToString();
fold.name = "Relations";
fold.type = "relations";
fold.element = elements;
Array.Resize(ref folds, folds.Length + 1);
folds[folds.Length - 1] = fold;

// +++ DIAGRAM +++
children = new folderElementChild[] { }; Array.Resize(ref children, eTable.ElementRows.Count + 1);
i = 0;
foreach (var iEl in eTable.ElementRows)
{
    connections = new folderElementChildSourceConnection[] { };
    child = new folderElementChild();
    child.id = iEl.GUID_Diagram;
    child.archimateElement = iEl.GUID_Element;
    child.type = "archimate:DiagramObject";
    bound = new folderElementChildBounds();
    bound.height = (ushort)ElementBound.HEIGHT;
    bound.width = (ushort)ElementBound.WIDTH;
    if (iEl.Type == Constants.ArchimateElementType.BUSINESS_PROCESS && isAlg3Enabled)
    {
        bound.width = 200;
    }
    bound.x = (ushort)iEl.xPos;
    bound.y = (ushort)iEl.yPos;
    child.bound = bound;

    // set-up connections
    if (iEl.Position == ElementPosition.END)
    {
        var listRelationship = rTable.RelationshipRows.Where(s => s.Target == iEl.Element).Select(s => s);
        foreach (var iRel in listRelationship)
        {
            conn += iRel.GUID_Connection + " ";
        }
    }
    child.targetConnections = conn;
}
else


connection = new folderElementChildSourceConnection();
connection.type = "archimate:Connection";
connection.id = iRel.GUID_Connection;
connection.source = iEl.GUID_Diagram;
var target = eTable.ElementRows.Where(s => s.Element == iRel.Target).Select(s => s).First();
connection.target = target.GUID_Diagram;
connection.archimateRelationship = iRel.GUID_Relationship;
connections[j] = connection;

if (iEl.Position != ElementPosition.START)
{
    var lastSource = rTable.RelationshipRows.Where(s => s.Target == iRel.Source).Select(s => s);
    string conn = "";
    foreach (var item in lastSource)
    {
        conn += item.GUID_Connection + " ";
    }
    child.targetConnections = conn;
}

child.sourceConnection = connections;

children[i] = child;
}
}

element = new folderElement();
element.id = Guid.NewGuid().ToString();
element.type = "archimate:ArchimateDiagramModel";
element.name = "EA miner results";
element.child = children;
elements = new folderElement[1] { element };

// add view to folder
fold = new folder();
fold.id = Guid.NewGuid().ToString();
fold.name = "Views";
fold.type = "diagram";
fold.element = elements;
Array.Resize(ref folds, folds.Length + 1);
folds[folds.Length - 1] = fold;

// +++ FINALISE XML +++
model xml = new model();
xml.id = Guid.NewGuid().ToString();
xml.version = "4.0.0";
xml.name = "test";
xml.folder = folds;

using (TextWriter writer = new StreamWriter(filename))
{
    XmlSerializer serializer = new XmlSerializer(typeof(model));
    serializer.Serialize(writer, xml);
}

private static String FindGuid(String element, ElementTable eTable)
{
    if (eTable != null)
    {
        return eTable.ElementRows.Where(w => w.Element == element).Select(s => s.GUID_Element).First();
    }
    return "";
}

private static String TypeConversion(String type)
{
    if (type == Constants.ArchimateElementType.BUSINESS_ACTOR)
    {
        return "archimate:BusinessActor";
    }
    else if (type == Constants.ArchimateElementType.BUSINESS_PROCESS)
    {
        return "archimate:BusinessProcess";
    }
    else if (type == Constants.ArchimateElementType.APP_COMPONENT)
    {
        return "archimate:ApplicationComponent";
    }
    else if (type == Constants.ArchimateRelationship.SERVING)
    {
        return "archimate:Relationship";
    }
    else
    {
        return type;
    }
}
return "archimate:ServingRelationship";
}
else if (type == Constants.ArchimateRelationship.ASSIGNMENT)
{
    return "archimate:AssignmentRelationship";
}
else if (type == Constants.ArchimateRelationship.TRIGGERING)
{
    return "archimate:TriggeringRelationship";
}
return "";